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Sports 25 
an Gone for good Two gymnasts quit for entirely 
different reasons. 
't,. -. ~ , ,/ 
WINTER )VA~HOUT 
JOHN SIGMUNDfTHE ITHACAN 
STUDENTS TRUDGE through the wet weather to attend their first classes of the semester Monday. Rain and warm 
temperatures followed a week of snow, ice and cold that blanketed the empty campus before students returned. 
Construction continues 
--- HS&HP, music projects near finish; 
fitness center on deadline for May 
BY AARON MASON 
Ithacan. Staff 
Mid~March completion dates arc 
now ·slated for the new Health 
Sciences and Human Performance 
building and James J. Whalen Center 
for Music, while the new Fitnc~s 
Center remains on target for ib May 
completion date. 
Delays with delivery of stone for 
the projects and a shortage of the nec-
essary labor have been cited by school 
administrators and construction offi-
cials as reasons for the later comple-
tion dates. 
"There was an origmal November 
delivery date for the !HS&HP] build-
ing," said David Dresser, as~ociate 
dean of HS&HP. "It was moved to 
December then, due to delays in deliv-
ery in limestone and limitations in the 
number of masons, the project moved 
significantly behind schedule. 
"The next date we have been given, 
and it looks firm at this point, is March 
15 for substantial delivery of the 
building, which means we can move 
in." 
HS&HP Dean Richard Miller said 
the $14.6 million project has been 
plagued with numerous delays. 
"We had scvcra! delivery delays 
from the supplier, [and] I am 
disappointed in the delays," Miller 
said. 
Dresser anticipates the school will 
be co_mplctcly moved into the ·new 
facility and classes will begin no later . 
than the fall semester. 
"We have not been planning on 
spring semester instruction in the 
facility," Dresser said. "We may have 
~omc summer class there, but we will 
not have any spring semester instruc-
tion in the new facility." 
Vice President of Business Affairs 
Thomas Salm said the March 15 date 
makes sense. 
"Once lcon~truction] got into the 
second 'semester it didn't _make any 
sense to try to move in the middle of a 
semester," Salm said. "Now we'll take 
what time we need to get it done." 
See MILLER, page 6 
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• Original ~adirie--May 1999 
• SGAsays-mid-Febrtial)' 1999 
• Cu~ deadline-May 30, 1999 
James J. Whalen 
Center for M_,.ic 
•: Original deadlin&--fall 1998 
•-SGA says-mid-May 1999 
• Current deadlioe-March 1999 
. JOHN SIGMUNDITHE ITHACAN 
CONSTRUCTION WO~KERS on· the roof of the half-completed fitness center. 
The center Is the only building project at ltha~a College currently on schedule. 
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Finalist out; 
interviews 
move ahead 
BY ROBERT B. BLUEY 
News Editor 
The search for a vice president of institutional 
advancement will contmue as planned le~!-, one finai-
i!-,l, who withdrew his application after accepting a 
comparahlc position at another in~tltution. 
"J. Joe Mitchell has withdrawn l11s candidacy.'' 
~aid Arthur Ostrander. dean of the School of Mu\lC 
and chair of the search 
comn11ttec. 
"At ti11s pomt !the 
~earch committee] will 
move forward with the 
other two candidates,'" 
o~trandcr said. '"Then we 
will as~c~~ campu~ reac-
tion to those candidate, 
and sec where we arc." 
Mitchell was hired a~ 
the senior vice president of 
in~titutional advancement 
at Marshall University m 
West Virginia. 
Mitchell could not he 
reached for comment, hul 
Finalists 
Shelley S. Semmler 
Michael M. Messitt 
Mary Eli1.ahcth Taylor of Educational Management_ 
Network, the search firm hired by the college, ~aid, 
"It wasn't easy for him to make that decision." 
Ostrander, who learned about Mitchell's decision 
Monday afternoon, announced it in an e-mail mes-
sage sent to faculty and staff at the college. 
"I did not anticipate this, although it's obvious any 
of these people [finalists] would he considered for 
other positions," Ostrander said. 
The loss of Mitchell leave~ two finali~t candi-
dates, Michael M. Mcssitt, a semor director of dcvcl-
• Messitt visits, 5 · opmcnt and alumni relation~ 
• • at Syracuse Univcrsitv and 
~- ~esu_~_e~,_ 5__ --·- Shelley S. Semmler, a'.,soc1-
atc vice president of college relations and rc~ource 
development at Ithaca College. 
Mitchell was scheduled to meet with the campu~ 
community today at noon. Other than the cancella-
tion of his visit, Ostrander said, the search prncc~~ 
will continue as normal. 
'Tm not presuming anything at thi~ point hecause 
I think we need to continue with how we la1tl out !the 
process]." Ostrander ~aid. 
Taylor said expanding the pool once II ha, been 
narrowed, "u~ually docs not happen."' 
O~trandcr would not disclose the number of appli-
cants for the Job, but said there was a "sub~tant1al and 
well-qualified pool." From that pool, the commillec 
~elected the !-ltronge~t three a~ finalisis. 
"It is much to the credit of Ithaca I College] that 
there were some very mteresting people who 
expressed intere-;t 111 this po~111on," Taylor said. "The 
two people who rcmam in the pool hring to the col-
lege very strong credentials." 
Once the on-campus mtcrv1cws arc complete, the 
search committee will meet with President Peggy 
Wilham!-> to discuss the candidates. William~ de-
clined to comment about Mitchell's withdrawal. 
The college had hoped to fill the position hy Dec 
31, 1998, but delays in the compilation of applica-
tions forced the interviews to he postponed. 
The position has been vacant since Bonnie 
Gordon, former vice president of college relations 
and resource development, left on Dec. 11, 1998. 
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Briefl 
r~f.YJ . . , ... ~ .. 
Friends concludes 40th year 
Friends of Ithaca College 
closed out its 40th year by 
electing new officers. Howard 
Hartnett is the new president 
and will be assisted by 
r->resident-elect Lisa Bagnardi 
Farr and Vice President Tom 
Colbert. All three are mem-
bers of the Ithaca community. 
Williams elected director 
Ithaca College President 
Peggy Williams will become a 
director of Tompkins County 
Trustco, Inc. and its subsidiary 
Tompkins County Trust Co. 
beginning on Jan. 26. 
Host families needed 
ASSE International is accept-
ing student exchange applica-
tions from host families for the 
1999-2000 academic year. 
For more information, call 
387-9570 or (800) 677-2773. 
Red Cross Blood Drives 
The American Red Cross has 
scheduled the following blood 
drives in the Tompkins County 
Area for January: Women's 
Community Building-today 
from 11 :30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.; 
Willard Straight Hall at Cornell 
University-Tuesday from 9:30 
a.m. to 2:30 p.m.; YMCA on 
Graham Road West-Jan. 28 
from 11 :30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.; 
McLean Fire Hall--Jan. 30 
from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. For more 
information, call 273-1900. 
Sciencenter exhibits 
The Sciencenter will hold the 
presentation, "Composting with 
Worms," on Saturday at 2 p.m. 
featuring Monica Hargraves. 
Ithaca Icicle '99 
The Finger Lakes Land Trust 
will host the Ithaca Icicle '99 on 
Feb. 6 at 7:30 a.m. with a 22-
mile run with the Finger Lakes 
Runners Club, followed by a 
pancake brunch from 9 a.m. to 
noon at Chef Yeppi Presents 
and nature walks at the 
Sweedler Preserve at Lick 
Brook. 
It is The lthacan's policy to 
report all errors of fact. Contact 
Assistant News Editor Michael 
Bloomrose at 274-3207. 
By lllliobael W. Bloomroae 
Assistant News Editor . 
This week, 25 years ago: 
Political, energy and economic crisis shape the 
news of the day both on the Ithaca College campus 
and across the nation. 
Professors Ashur Baizer and Andrew Ezergailis 
bring back information regarding unionization and 
collective bargaining for the faculty after attending 
the American Association of University Professors 
semi-annual conference in New York City. 
"People who had organized their schools were 
very excited [about unionization)," Ezergailis said. 
Unionization, which is becoming more com-
mon among collegiate faculties, had previously 
been considered a very unusual step for the white-
collar profession. 
Ezergailis and Baizer emphasized that the 
Ithaca College faculty is not yet organizing but just 
discussing the option. 
President Richard M. Nixon makes public his 
reaction to the Watergate scandal through Ron 
Ziegler, White House press secretary. Ziegler 
announces that the president is ignoring all 
demands that he step down and he is determined to 
serve out his remaining three years. 
Senator Barry Goldwater feels the Watergate 
scandal will extend beyond the president and stain 
the reputation of all Republican candidates in the 
November 1976 elections. Watergate will cost 
every Republican candidate a "disastrous" IO per-
cent cut in votes, Goldwater said. 
Public opinion polls throughout the country 
reflect that Nixon's popularity continues to decline 
a<; more details about Watergate surface. 
Back on campus, Lou Withiam, coordinator of 
safety and security, uses the gasoline shortage to 
partially explain break-ins and unauthorized peo-
ple on campus over winter break. 
All safety and security patrols were carried out 
on foot, Withiam said. Had patrol cars been uti-
lized, some of the thefts and vandalism might have 
hcen thwarted. 
The oil shortage has also effected U.S. auto 
sales, which dropped nearly 27 percent in early 
January. General Motors alone lost 43 percent of its 
sales and is not expected to tum a profit this year. 
In light of numbers such as these, economic 
experts expect a record trade deficit this year. While 
a surplus was predicted last November, the addi-
tional $12 billion cost of petroleum imports have 
devastated the economy. 
In related news, Israel and Egypt accept an 
agreement on the separation of forces. U.S. 
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger was the main 
force behind the pact whose main points included: 
Israeli forces on both sides of the Suez Canal will 
withdra\\'. about 20 miles; Egyptian forces will 
advance into the territory vacated by Israel; a buffer 
mne along the banks of the Suez Canal will be 
established that will enable the waterway to he 
opened forthe first time since 1967. 
Kissinger believes the Arab oil embargo will be 
lifted per the assurances of leaders in the Middle 
East. However, even if the embargo ends, corporate 
profits are expected to remain depressed due to ris-
ing costs of labor, raw materials and inflation. 
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The purpose of the forum 1s to hear fro~ommumty about the problem of 
alcohol and other drug use and abuse. We want to hear your perspectives about the 
problem, contributing factors, policies and solutions_. Forums ~re open to all students, 
faculty and staff. Refreshments will be provided. 
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Former ptofessor awaiting trial 
BY KATE HILTS 
Ithacan Staff 
Nazik S. Roufaiel, fonner 
Ithaca College professor of 
accounting, will go to trial for 
the first time against Ithaca 
College next month over the 
denial of her tenure in August 
1995. 
overturned in a ruling that stated 
th~t Jlouf.aiel has the right lo 
prove· that 
only the 
1994-95 
enrollment 
figures 
should 
have been 
used in her 
tenure 
review. 
in favor of Ithaca College on two 
instances, but the Appellate 
Division reversed the Supreme 
Court rulings both times. The 
case now awaits trial in the 
Supreme Court. 
"You never say never with 
such things, but we're fully pre-
pared if it comes to that to have it 
go to trial," Maley said. 
credentials. 
"Every interview go 
through they (potential employ-
ers) said 'how come you want to 
change schools with all these 
credentials'?" Roufaiel said. 
Dave Maley, director of pub~ 
lie infonnation, said the college 
is prepared to go to trial. The <;ol-
lcge has been satisfied so far with 
the rulings and defends its posi-
tion as correct, Maley ~aid. 
Since Roufaicl left the col-
lege after the 1996-97 academic 
year she has worked privately as 
an accountant, but has been 
unable to find a pcm1anent pro-
fessional or educational posi-
tion. 
"It is about the time to stop 
the ongoing litigation and mar-
shal out energy to serve the best 
interest of the students and col-
lege," Roufaiel said. On Nov. 19, 1998, the 
Appellate Division of the New 
York State Supreme Court 
reversed the latest decision for 
Ithaca College in Roufaiel's 
case. The summary judgment 
motion filed to the Supreme 
Court by Ithaca College was 
Roufaiel ROUFAIEL Roufaiel said she would he 
willing to come to an agreement 
with the college and end her 
legal action. Maley, however, 
said the college is planning for 
the trial. 
She said potential employers 
look at her resume and find her 
overqualified for an entry-level 
position. Potential employers 
were also confused by the con-
tradiction between her tenure 
denial and her high academic 
Roufaicl said she would like 
to return to Ithaca College and 
continue on as professor with 
tenure in the School of Business. 
She said she is willing to put the 
litigation aside if the college 
cooperates with her wishes. 
Davie1L9"Q, dein · -
of the buslhess·. /-
school, b'egins ~ 
tenure process 
confirming It will be 
merit-based. 
filed a suit 
in the Supreme Court on March 
8, 1996 against Ithaca College 
because the college denied her 
tenure. The Supreme Court ruled 
COMPILED FROM INFORMATION PROVIDED BY NAZIK S ROUFAIEL, COURT DOCUMENTS AND ITHACAN ARTICLES 
SGA questions its effectiveness, productivity 
Club validation sparks 
first motion this year 
BY DANNY MANUS 
Ithacan Staff 
Do you think SGA is putting the student 
hack into student government? 
That was the question Congress mem-
bers discussed Tuesday to evaluate their 
own efficiency during the first semester. 
Representatives spoke about what SGA 
could do to increm,e its efficiency and level 
of' productivity and decide what issues still 
need to he addressed. 
Questions of' how effective SGA pro-
grams such as the Random Day of 
Kindness were elicited different responses 
from representatives. Although seen as a 
step in the right direction by all Congress 
members, one representative felt that the 
message behind the Random Day of 
Kindness was lost because of the small 
amount of time put into it and because it was 
scheduled just prior to finals-a time when 
many students were pre-occupied. 
Sophomore representative Jerri II Adams 
asked Congress, "What was everyone 
expecting to happen because of the day of 
kindness?" 
No specific answer was given. 
SGA accomplishments that were dis-
cussed included the Coffee Talk Series, the 
discussion on bias-related incidents and the 
Ithaca High School mentor program. 
In the spring semester, SGA will put 
together more programs to improve rela-
tions among the student body. Commillccs 
and Congress members will also review 
and vote on the course evaluation package, 
scholarships, parking, registration and the 
creation of multicultural and inter-discipli-
nary courses. 
"We need to stick it to administration 
and stand up to them for the sake of the stu-
dents and stop all the bullshit," said Becky 
Gay, vice president of campus life. 
The budget and allocation process for 
clubs is also to be reviewed. After questions 
were raised at a previous meeting on the 
validity of some clubs, concerns still 
remained on how to improve the system. 
A constitutional motion, the first of the 
year, was brought to the floor by sophomore 
Jessi Katz, representative for Holmes Hall. 
If passed, all clubs that have had their 
budget approved would be required to send 
a representative to sit in on two SGA meet-
ings during the semester. A vote will he 
taken at next Tuesday's meeting and will 
require a two-thirds majority to pass. 
Representatives made suggestions on 
SUPER BOWL 
STORE HOURS: 
6 a.rn. to midnight 
6 a.rn. to 1 a.m. 
Get Ready for Spring Br~ak 
12 •l11,11,te 7.,,.,,,,,,.,, Seti, ,._,,, II.()() 1'e,,, ,.,,.,.,ee 
Sun Tanning Studio 
WolHTanning Beds 
609 W. Clinton St. 
272-SS98 
Monday-Thursday: 11 a.m. to midnight 
Friday: 11 a.m. to 1 a.m. 
Saturday: noon to 1 am. 
Sunda-y: noon to midnight 
HELP WANTED-DRIVERS NEEDED 
Clip and Save 
increasing meeting efficiency. lmmeoialc 
action was one of the things many reprcsen~ 
tatives said there should be more of. One 
suggestion was to send important issues to 
committees for discussion instead of dis-
cussing them during regular meetings. 
Junior Jessica Trombetta, off-campus 
representative, suggested time limits he cre-
ated for meetings and speeches in an effort 
to decrease repetition. 
"Every year we start from ground zero 
with new members. Sometimes discussions 
go in circles, hut that's life," said Student 
Body President Mark Naparstek. "In com-
parison to previous years, meetings have 
been concise and efficient." 
Although Congress members took a look 
back at the job they have done during the 
first half of the year, they arc also looking 
ahead at what they can do to make the next 
semester more successful. 
SPECIAL 
BIG 
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~-
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Water cooling project raises concerns 
Forum warns· 
community 
about harms 
BY CARLA KUCINSKI 
Ithacan Staff 
Anyone surfing through tclcv1-
~1on stations Thursday night 
n11ght catch a gl11npsc of a pro-
gram about Lake Source Cooling 
(LSC) on channel 13. The pro-
gram will show the Cayuga Lake 
Defcn~c Fund's arguments 
agamst Cornell University's Lake 
Source .. Cooling Project, which 
could be harmmg the waters of 
Cayuga Lake. 
CLDF members continue to 
pursue effort!> to educate the com-
munity about the harmful effects 
of LSC wllh a show airing at 9 
pm. 
According to CLDf- members, 
I.SC involves coolmg Cornell 
Univcrslly's water with water 
from Cayuga Lake rather than an 
alternative mechanical method. 
To do thi~. Cornell University 
would bring its carnpu~ water 
down to the lake !>hore in large 
pipes, where it would be cooled 
by lake water in devices called 
heat exchangers, and then 
pumped back up to campus. 
Joe Francis, Cornell Univer-
sity professor and spokesman for 
CLDF, and professional engineer 
Noel Kurtz lir~t proposed their 
argument against LSC to Ithaca 
College ~tudents at a forum on 
Dec. 3, 1998. The focus was about 
the ham1s ofLSC on Cayuga Lake 
and more effective alternatives. 
Preserving Cayuga Lake 
"The first level of concern is 
that this is a lake that is available 
to the common good," Francis 
said. "This is a lake of historic 
attraction. One of the things you 
want to do is preserve such a 
resource." 
Corneil University wants to 
use Cayuga Lake as its own pri-
vate source, however, Francis 
said. 
Francis said the major con-
cern involves the south end of the 
lake, where there arc high counts 
of pollutants, including fecal bac-
teria, that contaminate the drink-
ing water. According to the LSC 
proposal, Cornell University 
wants to put its outfall source 
pipe in the shallow waters of nine 
to 12 feet. 
Cayuga Lake is in trouble, 
Francis said. It has recently been 
put on the Department of 
Environmental Conservation's 
Priority Waters Bodies List. 
Francis displayed a diagram 
showing that the water supply, 
fish propagation and swimming 
arc stressed and threatened. 
COOL WATER 
I A prk is underway on Cornell University's Lake So_urce.Qooling· 
V V Project-and so is the controversy surrounding .it. Oritlcs 
who are opposed say the project is unnecessary and potentially 
harmful to Cayuga Lake. On the other hand, supporters say the 
plan will be energy efficient, with two sep?rate water sources 
circulating water simultaneously. 
3. Lake water tnat was 
warmed to 50-55°F is 
returned to 10-20 feet 
below the surface. 
· -:Cornell _ ... 
Untv•· -
... ~1'· .. 
2. A heat exchange 
1. Water is drawn from 
250 feet below the 
surface of Cayuga Lake 
at a point two miles from 
Stewart Park At this 
depth, the temperature 
averages 40°F year-
round. 
Francis fears the project will 
spread the contamination in the 
south end, resulting in a rise in 
bacteria which will result in an 
endangered drinking water sup-
ply. 
"In the southern end arc two 
waste water treatment plant out-
lets," Francis said. "In the same 
area is the proposed outakc pipe." 
Francis said this creates a prob-
lem because there is only about 
1,300 feet between the two pipes. 
The second reason CLDF 
members arc opposed to LSC is 
because heal will be added to the 
lake each year by the project. 
Francis claims this heal will not 
be lost to the atmosphere in the 
winter like Cornell University 
claims. 
Francis said the third problem 
is phosphorous loading. The out-
let is proposed to be installed in 
the shallow waters of the south 
end, which will create build-ups 
of phosphorus. 
"The project will not add phos-
phorus, but move it from one area 
to another," Francis said. "Phos-
phorous is a limiting nutrient, so 
the more that is available, the 
more seaweed growth and algae 
blooms, which is not a desirable 
thing." 
Alternatives to Lake Source 
Cooling 
Kurtz explained the two main 
reasons why he is opposed to 
LSC. 
"It's really bad for the lake. 
There's no question about that," 
Kurtz said. "The other reason is 
that there arc a broad range of 
other technologies Cornell 
[University] can me other than 
Cayuga Lake." 
Kurtz provided a brief 
overview of various alternatives 
to LSC that Cornell University 
could use. 
"Cornell [University] claims it 
is an energy saving project," 
Kurtz said. "This is true; however, 
it is a fantastically expensive pro-
ject. It's about $55 million dol-
lars." 
Kurtz said the project will take 
55 years lo pay back. 
Kurtz presented three basic 
alternatives to LSC: base option, 
co-generation cooling and ground 
source. 
• Base option entails replacing 
six of the eight electric chillers 
Cornell University has and 
upgrading one chiller to a non-
CFC (chlorofl_uo~ocarbon) refrig-
erant. A chiller is like a big 
refrigerator that can take its ener-
gy input in any number of ways 
and is driven by steam turbine or 
combustion engines. Kurtz said 
CFC refrigerants arc banned and 
Cornell University's current 
chillers are obsolete and need to 
be replaced. This project would 
cost about $ 15 million and would 
include a payback of 32 years, he 
said. 
"The most simple cost effec-
tive option would be to simply 
replace the chiller," Kurtz said. 
center near the shore 
cools 60°F water from 
Cornell to 45°F through 
the heat exchanger's 
walls. This keeps the 
college's water separate 
from the lake water. 
•Co-generation cooling in-
volves replacing a chiller with a 
mix of electric and steam-pow-
ered absorption chillers. This pro-
ject would roughly cost $21 
million with a payback period of 
eight-and-a-half years. 
• Ground source. There arc two 
options: Open loop and closed 
loop. 
Open loop is when cold lake 
water is pumped from a deep inlet, 
and warmed lake water is dis-
charged at a shallow water outlet. 
Closed loop is when campus 
water is circulated through miles 
of pipe at the bouom of Cayuga 
Lake. 
Although both options arc 
effective, closed loop holds a dis-
advantage to open loop. 
"Closed loop is more expen-
sive to install," Kurtz said. "An 
interesting point about the closed 
loop system is it was brought to 
Cornell [University]'s allention. 
They said it's not feasible. Cornell 
[University] wants to excavate 
through several miles of town and 
through a couple· miles of lake. 
The sediment they want to dig up 
in the lake is toxic and that would 
have to go to a landfill. They con-
sider this feasible, but laying 
down a few hundred loops on the 
campus, which isn't exactly 
small, they considered unfeasi-
ble." 
Kurtz said the biggest weak-
ness of the project is that Cornell 
University djdn't consider alter-
natives. 
MELISSA L. BLOOMAOSE/THE ITHACAN 
Getting the community 
involved 
Francis concluded that through 
forums like this one citizens and 
students will become involved. 
"I hope all become involved 
and concerned," Francis said. 
"Don't be overwhelmed by the 
science because there's a common 
sense to it." 
Senior Laura Cohen of the 
Ithaca College Environmental 
Society (ICES) said many stu-
dents do not know about the LSC 
project. 
"I am surprised that a lot of 
Cornell [University) students 
don't know about it," Cohen said. 
''I'd be outraged if I were a 
Cornell [University] student." 
To get students more involved, 
the ICES has developed ways lo 
infom1 students about the dangers 
of the project. Every week last 
semester the organization set up 
an information table in the 
Campus Center with petitions and 
infom1ation packets. 
Cohen said they also hope to 
have another forum next semester. 
"We'd like to make the forum 
next semester bigger and discuss 
more issues like ownership of the 
lake and economic issues," Cohen 
said. 
Those who would like to learn 
more about the Cayuga Lake 
Defense fund and its concerns 
about Cornell University's Lake 
Source Cooling Project may visit 
CLDF's website at www.cldf.org 
or contact CLDF at 275-9054. 
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VP candidate 
,> 
. . 
shares agenda 
BY ROBERT B. BLUEY 
News Editor 
In his on-campus interview, Michael 
Mcssit1, the first candidate in the search for 
a vice president of institutional advance-
ment, told mcmhcrs of the Ithaca College 
community he would attempt to increase 
alumni contrihution and hroadcn the ways 
the college w.es lo raise money. 
Messitt ~poke for nearly an hour Tuesday 
in Klmgcm,tein Lounie to 32 people about a 
variety of topics mvolvmg the many aspects 
or the position. 
Beginning· his mtroduction hy telling the 
audience how much he loved working with 
people, Messilt ~poke ahout his history of 
working on fundraismg campaigns from the 
time he was a child to one he is working on 
now at Syracuse University. 
As senior director of development and 
alumni relations for Syracuse University's 
College of Arts and Science, Mcssitt sug-
gested Ithaca College hranch out and decen-
tralize the development operations to allow 
individual schools to he more responsible 
for raising money. 
Bill Sc(l(,nes, ~pccial a~sistant to the 
provost, asked Messitt how he would attract 
new sources of incomt and increase the size 
of alumni gifts. / 
"You need lo create a culture of philan-
thropy," Messitt said. "Most major gifts 
come from people who give money ·each 
year." 
Ithaca College has a 17 percent alumni 
giving rate-lower than some comparable 
schools. Messitt said one w!y to correct this 
is to facilitate relationships between alumni 
and faculty memhcrs. 
He emphasized the faculty approach as 
an important step. He also said the college 
needs to hroaden the numhcr of foundations 
and organizations solicited for gifts. 
"The pieces arc here, you just need to be 
more creative," Mess11t said. 
In many of his responses, Mcssitt cited 
examples of Syracuse University. He said a 
decentralized approach to fundraising is a 
way Ithaca College can improve. Most 
fundraising at Ithaca College stems from the 
development office. 
"Most institutions that offer hoth options 
arc succeeding," Messilt said. "Increasing 
the choices in the menu is a good thing." 
When questioned ahoul the three vacan-
Michael M. Messitt 
Education 
• Maxwell School of Citizenship, Syracuse University (M.P.A., 1981) 
• SUNY College at Potsdam (B.A., 1973) 
Employment history 
• Senior director of development and alumni relations, College of Arts and 
Sciences, Syracuse University ( 1996-present) 
• Vice president for development and university relations, SUNY Health Science 
Center in Syracuse ( 1994-1996) 
• Associate director, office of special gifts, Cornell University (1992-94) and assis-
tant director/prospect manager (1990-92) 
• Director of public affairs and development, division of campus life, Cornell 
University (1987-1990) 
• Executive director, Human Service Coalition of Tompkins County ( 1983-87) 
• Planning-allocations associate, United Way of Central New York (1981-83) 
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VICE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE Michael M. Messitt (left) talks with Linda McBride, 
Faculty Council chair and associate professor of psychology, and Paul McBride, chair 
and professor of history. Messitt spoke during an interview Tuesday to 32 people. 
cies in the office of alumni relations and 
what he would do 10 fill those positions, 
Mcssill said he did not have an opportunity 
to examine the vacancies. He said he was 
hesitant to offer a response because of a lack 
of knowledge of the office. 
Although he has worked primarily in 
development and alumni relations positions 
in his career, Mcssitt said he docs have hack-
ground in college relations-one compo-
nent of the position. 
As far as his career goals, Messill said if 
hired as the vice prc~idcnt he would spend 
the rest of his career 111 that position. 
Arthur Ostrander, School of Music Dean 
and chair of the vice president search com-
mittee, said he w,L'i impressed with Mes~1tt. 
"All along I have felt Michael Mcssilt has 
been a well-qualified candidate," Ostrander 
said. ··1 felt he responded very well to a wide-
range of qucstmns al the open se~sion." 
Shelley S. Semmler, the second candi-
date in the search, will speak on Jan. 26 at 
noon in Klingenstein Lounge. 
Shelley S. Semmler 
Education 
• Cortland State (M.S., 1974) 
• Queens College (B.A., 1972) 
Employment history 
• Associate vice president for college relations and resource development, Ithaca 
College (1996-present) 
• Senior associate at Carol O'Brien Associates ( 1994-96) 
• Director of special projects, Cornell University (1992-94) 
• Director of leadership gifts for university development, Cornell University ( 1989-
1992) . 
• Campaign manager and director of development, School of Hotel Administration 
at Cornell University (1983-89) 
• Business manager for university development, Cornell University (1978-1983) 
• Accountant, division of biological sciences, Cornell University (1974-78) 
Welcome Back! Happy 1999! 
www.ithaca.edu/ counseling 
i. -- ----------
How health care should be: 
"I felt valued as a person, listened to. and cared for. 
Even though my appointment was in the evening, 
I never felt rushed or dismissed. Thank you." 
-- letter from apat1rnl 
Planned Parenthood® 
of Tompkins County 
314 W. State St., Ithaca 
273-1513 
Covered by mo.\·t ,n:rnrance prol'uiers. 
S/id111gfee .\ca/e 
Daytime ancl evemng hours. 
Cull.for current schedule. 
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¥(lier sqys he'll take 
'Wdit and see' approach 
COURTESY OF SCHOOL OF MUSIC DEAN'S OFFICE 
THE CAMPAIGN for the new music facility came to an end In December, totaling $11.5 million. 
Park Foundation awards grant 
for $750,000; campaign ends 
BY ITHACAN STAFF 
Ithaca College has received 
a $750,000 grant after success-
fully meeting a fundraising 
challenge from the Park 
Foundation by Dec. 31, 1998. 
The foundation, which chal-
lenged the college in Septem-
ber to raise $250,000, awarded 
the funds that will be added to 
the campaign for the James J. 
Whalen Center for Music. 
"Because of the generous 
three-to-one match, we 
received nearly 200 new gifts 
last fall." llh·aca College 
President Peggy Williams said. 
When the challenge was 
announced, then Vice President 
of College Relations and 
• 
Resource Development Bonnie 
Gordon said the three-to-one 
match is "extremely unusual" 
and almost unheard of in 
fundraising. 
ll1c grant tops off a cam-
paign for the new music center 
attached to Ford Hall. The 
$11.5 million raised for the 
campaign is the primary fund-
ing behind the college's con-
struction of the new facility. 
Money for the campaign 
came from more than I ,300 
donors, which included alumni 
and community members. 
"The collaborative nature of 
the campaign has been truly 
inspiring," Williams said. 
Gordon said the Park 
Foundation grant will "close 
the gap" for the construction, 
which is projected to cost $17. I 
million. The additional $5.6 
million not raised in the cam-
paign will be covered in a bond 
issue approved by the college's 
board of trustees. 
The new facility will nearly 
double the size of the School of 
Music and include a new recital 
hall, an clectroacoustic suite, a 
music education resource cen-
ter, faculty teaching studios and 
an ensemble collection library 
among many other resources. 
Arthur Ostrander, dean of 
the music school, said con-
struction crews arc working on 
the interior of the building and 
the college could begin to 
occupy the building in March. 
Continued from.page 1 
Because the projected com-
pletion dates for the HS&HP 
building have been changed sev-
eral times, the dean said he is not 
getting his hopes up for the latest 
date. "I' II take a wait 
and sec approach," Miller said. 
A canvas now covers the front 
of the HS&HP building, allow-
mg construction crews to com-
plete masonry work with Jillie 
' disruptmn from winter weather 
conditions. 
Salm said no additional cosb 
will he assessed to the HS&HP 
and School of Music projects 
with the projects running into the 
spring semester. 
"We arc staying with our 
same budget," Salm said. "There 
is not going to be any change." 
Construction officials and 
school administrators continue to 
meet on a biweekly basis to com-
mumcate on the progress of the 
HS&HP project. 
Despite these regular meet-
ings, both Dresser and Miller 
were unaware of a reported lar-
ceny on the construction site. 
The theft of 50 sheets of sheet 
rock worth $200 was reported to 
Campus Safety on Dec. 28, 1998 
by Brian Brown, superintendent 
for the general contractor, 
Christa Construction. 
Welliver McGuire Inc. contin-
ues construction on the new $6 
million fitness center directly 
behind the campus center quad. 
The project, which broke ground 
during the fall semester, remain!> 
on task for a May 30 completion 
date. 
"We're not as far along [with 
this project]," Dresser said. "We 
could fall behind schedule but 
there i!> no md1cat1on we will." 
When the $17.1 million Jame!> 
J. Whalen Center for Music pro-
ject is completed, also slated for 
mid-March, space for teachmg 
and performance will nearly dou-
ble. The project was first 
announced in December 1996 
and was originally projected to 
be finished by fall 1998. 
The multi-million dollar cen-
ter is back on track, however. 
Dean of the School of Music 
Arthur Ostrander said work on 
the facility has entered its final 
phase. 
"The construction crew is 
now concentrating on interior 
work, and we expect to be able to 
occupy the new building in 
March," Ostrander said. 
Further renovations of the 
existing music facility will take 
place during the summer. The 
grand opening and dedication of 
the music center has been sched-
uled for Oct. I and 2. 
• 
THINKING ABOUT WHAT YOU.RE 
GOING ro DO THIS SUMMER? 
\
./\\ STA\ ~ .· >f ITHACA AND WORK WITH us! 
'~ .. 
-.. ___ \ " ( '711he.:,,? .· '-~~erence and Event Services 
, _ _).. "1 ...,. 'VC ~,.dent positions available --------...... \ ('""\R ~ s/2mer of 1999 including: \ nn *Athletic Trainers 
',............ ~~ ~~o Visual/Set-Up Staff 
>"'· (_) _ =~~ Assistants 
./.~~ ~ Event Managers 
;(~? ------: , *Summer Housing As.~istants 
, _/ ....... 
-·· · ,.._ *Summer Housing Supenisors 
·<.__.,,, ~ummer Housing Office Assistant 
/ '\ / . *Summer Program Assistants 
I ~ 
. {/'/ 
,// /// ~~ 
~, \ 
~an Drivers 
• outh Camp Advisors 
i \ ~ 
w a \ d V pie up a listing of job des 
plications are available! 
We hope you join us! 
The Office of Conference and Event Senices is located in 20 I Egbert Hall 
(Behind the information desk in the campus center) 
Telephone 274-3313 
ptions. 
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Planning committee 
to develop priorities 
BY KATE HILTS 
Ithacan Staff 
An All College Planning and 
Priorities Committee has heen 
appointed hy President Peggy 
Williams to assist Ithaca College 
in developing college goals and 
helping plan the college's initia-
tives for the next three to five 
years. 
The committee, consisting of 
faculty, staff, administrators and 
~tudents, will work with Williams 
to implement the college plan 
which it decides upon. 
Marina Todd, director of puhli-
cations, said the role of the com-
mittee members is to determine 
the goals of the college. These 
goals have not hccn set hy the 
committee yet, Williams said. 
Community and committee 
memhcrs started the process with a 
day-and-a-half retreat on Jan. 13 
and 14 here at the college to dis-
cuss it's priorities, Williams said. 
The student body was repre-
~ented hy memhers of the SGA 
and the RHA at the retreat. Faculty 
members, deans, a trustee and 
other administration were also 
present, Williams said. 
At the retreat small groups 
came up with one goal the college 
could accomplish by the year 
2004. After the goal was deciflcd 
on, methods of achieving the gbal 
were discussed and presented to 
other members at the retreat, 
Becky Gay, Vice President for 
Campus Affairs and a retreat par-
ticipant said. 
A draft document of the com-
mittee's priorities will he prepared 
by Williams after the committee 
reaches a decision. The document 
will be shared with the campus 
community which will be able to 
respond via Internet and round-
table discussions, Williams said. 
The comments made by the com-
munity will be discussed, held in 
consideration ·and brought to 
Williams for review. 
The round-table discussions 
will be held on Feb. 2, 4, Sand 8, 
Todd said. Memhers of the com-
munity arc encouraged to come to 
these discussions and to look for 
more information about the dis-
cussion in the future, she said. 
Community participation is 
~trongly encouraged, Gay said. 
"I think it's [beneficial] to the 
planning of the school, as far as 
having student's input," Gay said. 
The plans found appropriate 
will be implemented through work 
groups created by the committee. 
"There might he IO to 15 peo-
ple on a work group,"Williams 
said. "We cxpectthat there will be 
a combination of people who have 
some work related connection to 
the topic as well as volunteers who 
have an interest." 
The first stage should he com-
pleted by early March after the 
February board of trustees meeting. 
,.. 
NEW LOOK 
JOHN SIGMUNDfTHE ITHACAN 
JUNIOR LIZ CONKLIN (foreground) and sophomore Andrea 
Tochelli stand at the recently remodeled Campus Center Infor-
mation Desk Monday. The old desk was replaced with a new 
one, which has a wooden facade with the Ithaca College seal. 
' 
''
'L CHEESE 
MOZZARELLA, RICOITA & PARMESAN 
2. VEGGIE 
BROCCOLI, MUSHROOMS, MOZZARELLA, RICOITA & PARMESAN 
3. 1WILIGHfZONE® 
SAUSAGE, MOZZARELLA & SPICES 
4. RONI 
PEPPERONI, MOZZARELLA, RICOTTA & PARMESAN 
5. OHIZONE® 
STEAK, MOZZARELLA &AMERICAN 
6. SPEED ZONE® 
SPINACH, MOZZARELLA, RICOITA & GARLIC 
7. 80UiHERN CAL ZONE® 
HAMBURG, CHEDDAR& MEXICAN SEASONING 
8. HAMZONE 
HAM, BACON, MOZZARELLA, RICOTTA & PARMESAN 
9. CHICKEN PARME-ZONE@ 
BREADED CHICKEN, MOZZARELLA & PARMESAN 
10. EGGPLANf 
BREADED EGGPLANf, MOZZARELLA & GARLIC 
11. COMBO 
PEPPERONI, SAUSAGE, PEPPERS, MUSHROOMS 
& MOZZARELLA 
12. MEA1'Y 
MEATBALLS, ONIONS& MOZZARELLA 
13. LOW CALZONE® 
BROCCOLI, CHEDDAR. MOZZARELLA & GARLIC 
14.. MAUI \.VOWIII 
HAM PINEAPPLE & MOZZARELLA 
15. END ZONE@ 28. 880. 8fEAK 
STEAK, PEPPERS, ONIONS& MOZZARELLA STEAK. BBQ. SAUCE, MOZZARELLA &AMERICAN 
16. LOADING ZONE@ 29. 1'E8f0 
BREADED CHICKEN, PEPPERS, ONIONS& MOZZARELLA PESTO, MOZZARELLA & 'fOMATIJES 
17. flME ZONE@ 30. fE8flNG ZONE@ 
PEPPERS,ONIONS, MUSHROOMS, MOZZARELLA, RICOTTA & BREADED CHICKEN, PESfO & MOZZARELLA 
f1-.RMESAN 31. RONI N' 8HRDOMS 
18. CHEE86URG PEPPERONI, MUSHROOMS, MOZZARELLA & RICOTTA 
HAMBURG, BACON, MOZZARELLA & CHEDDAR 32. fURKEY CLUB 
19. PARKING ZONE@ fURKEY, BACON, TOMATOES, MOZZARELLA & AMERICAN 
BREADED CHICKEN, BROCCOLI & MOZZARELLA 33. SPINNER 
20, [)ANGER ZONE@ CHICKEN, SPINACH, MOZZARELLA, RICOTTA & GARLIC 
HAMBURG, CHEDDAR. MEXICAN SEASONING, 34. BUFFALO ZONE@ 
ONIONS & HOT SAUCE CHICKEN, MOZZARELLA, BLEU CHEESE & HOT SAUCE 
21 SfRIKE ZONE@ 35. If ALIAN CALZONE 
SPltf-CH, EGGPLANT, MOZZARELLA, RICOTTA & GARLIC PEPPERONI, IMPORTED HAM, SALAMI, MOZZARELLA & RICOTTA 
22. lfHACA ZONE@ 36. A'WAKIN N' BACON 
SAUSAGE, PEPPERS, ONIONS& MOZZARELLA EGG, BACON & MOZZARELLA 
23. SCHOOL ZONE® 37. HORI-ZONE@ 
STEAK. MUSHROOMS& MOZZARELLA 
24. CORDON t3LEU 
BREADED CHICKEN, HAM, MOZZARELLA & AMERICMI 
25. NEUfAALZONE@ 
BREADED CHICKEN. ONIONS, HOT SAUCE & CHEDDAR 
26. DRDf'WNE@ 
BREADED CHICKEN. PEPPERONI, MOZZARELLA & RICOTTA 
Zl, 88G. CHICKEN 
BREADED CHICKEN, BBQ. SAUCE, CHEDDAR& BACON 
EGG, MOZZARELLA & CHEDDAR 
38. HAM N' EGG WNE@ 
EGG, HAM, MOZZARELLA &AMERICAN 
39 FALLING ROCK ZONE@ 
POTAID, BACON. MOZZARELLA, CHEDDAR& SPICES 
40. CONSfRUCflONZONE® 
(BUILD YOUR OWN USING OUR INGREDIENTS) 
ZONE OUT AT D.P. DOUGH • TO EACH HIS ZONE® 
ITHACA/CORNELL-UMASS.-UCONN.-PENN. STATE -MICHIGAN STATE 
DEWEY BEACH-UNIV. OF COLORADO-UNIV. OF DELAWARE-URI 
-Dellv«yhours• -
Mon. -Wed. 4 p.m. - 2 a.m. 
Thu. 4 p.m. - 3 a.m. 
Fri. - Sat; 11 a.m. - 3 a.m. 
sun. 11 a.m. - 2 a.m. 
Open ilaily ar 11 a 111. for pick-up 
WEACCEPT 
CASH 
VISA/MASTERCARD 
PERSONAL CHECKS 
PRICES 
ALL CALZONES. .......................... $4.75 
SODA & SNAPPLE ........................ $ .75 
EXfRA SAUCE .............................. $ .50 
f TuoFREE Coke';;;; 1 r--n:oo ow--7 I ·. I fTh~roa12.oo 7 f T:.: ;;;E-S~-;.;;L~ 7 
I purchase of two calzones II wilh pun:hase oflwo calzones I : 277 -7772 I save $2.25 11 . I 
I 11 · I I one coupon per two calzones 11 w11h purchase of rwo cal zones I 
Olli! ~-uupon per rwo calzones one coupon pct rwo caJzones L .J L one coupon per 1wo calzones .J L .JL 
. - ..1~--------·· ----------- ---------------------- ~------- --
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Friday, Dec. 11 
• Life Safety Hazards 
Location: Towers Concourse 
Summary: Stairs are broken. East stairwell 
has been blocked off. Patrol Officer John 
Federation responded. 
• Suspicious Odor 
Location: Terrace 5 
Summary: Suspicious odor of marijuana 
coming from room. Room checked with 
negative results. Patrol Officer John 
Federation responded. · 
• Aggravated Harassment 
Location: Garden Apartment 
Summary: Student reported receiving 
harassing phone calls. Patrol Officer Bruce 
Holmstock responded. 
• Medical Assist, Injury Related 
Location: ICCS 
Summary: Staff member fell in the parking 
lot. Staff member refused medical treat-
ment. Sgt. Steve Yaple responded. 
• Theft of Services 
Location: Ceracche Athletic Center 
Summary: Caller stated she and a faculty 
member confronted a female using equip-
ment she was not authorized to use. 
Female was argumentative and verbally 
abusive toward faculty member. She was 
gone upon officer's arrival. Sgt. Tom Dunn 
responded. 
• Larceny 
Location: Terrace Dining Hall 
Summary: Caller reported an unknown num-
ber of males stole the dining hall Christmas 
tree. Last seen headed for the Towers. RA at 
Towers office advised. Terrat:e area checked. 
Both Towers checked. Unable to locate tree 
or perpetrators. Sgt. Tom Dunn responded. 
• Liquor Law Violation 
Location: East Tower 
Summary: Officers called out at student's 
room. One student to be referred judicially 
for possession of two 12-packs of beer. 
Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock responded. 
• triminal Mischief 
Location: Terrace 12 
Summary: Caller reported shower curtains 
had been damaged earlier. Sgt. Tom Dunn 
responded. 
• Medical Assist, Illness Related 
Location: Emerson Suites 
Summary: Caller requested assistance for 
female suffering from difficulty breathing. 
Bangs Ambulance dispatched. Patient 
signed off Bangs and IFD. Sgt. Torri Dunn 
responded. 
• Medical Assist, Illness Aerated 
Location: Main Campus Road 
Summary: Caller reported an intoxicated 
female down on sidewalk near practice 
football field. Transported to Health Center. 
Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock responded. 
• Suspicious Circumstance 
Location: Terrace 10 · 
Summary: Staff member witnessed two 
1nd1viduals drop two cases of beer and flee 
the area when seen. Area checked. No one 
found. Alcohol was confiscated. Patrol 
Officer John Federation responded. 
Saturday, Dec. 12 
• Fire Alarms, Malicious False Alarm 
Location: West Tower 
Summary: Broken sprinkler valve found 
upon arrival causing flooding and water 
damage to several rooms. IFD notified. 
Sprinkler head was replaced. Fire system 
was adjusted back to normal by IFD. No 
trouble alarm received after system reset. 
Sgt. Ronald Hart responded. 
•Trespass 
Location: Clarke Hall 
Summary: Report of two males knocking 
loudly on resident's door. Resident contact-
ed RA on duty. RA is unaware of com-
plainant's whereabouts. Two students were 
detained and questioned about c9mplaint. 
One individual was later found to be restrict-
ed from all residential halls. Individuals had 
no connection with initial complaint. Patrol 
Officer John Federation responded. 
• Fight in Progress 
Location: West Tower 
Summary: RA reported residents of room 
fighting. Individuals were separated for the 
night. Statements will be made in the morn-
ing. Sgt. Ronald Hart responded. 
• Conduct Code Violation, Alcohol Polley 
Violation 
Location: Terrace 12 
Summary: Report of a highly intoxicated 
male knocking loudly on resident's door. 
Individual was found in third floor female 
bathroom upon arrival. Individual transport-
ed to Health Center. Patrol Officer John 
Federation responded. 
• Harassment 
Location: Bogart Hall 
Summary: Report of a homophobic mes-
sage found on dry-erase board. Sgt. 
Ronald Hart responded. 
• Life Safety Hazards, Building Code 
Violation 
Location: East Tower • 
Summary: Staff member reported a miss-
ing fire extinguisher on the 12th floor. 
Extinguisher was found discharged on the 
eighth floor. Security Officer Donald Lyke 
responded. 
• Fire Alarms 
Location: C-lot 
Summary: Report of a car engine fire m 
parking lot. IFD responded. Fire extin-
guished. Owner of vehicle will have vehicle 
towed to Lane's Automotive in Danby, N.Y. 
Sgt. Keith Lee responded. 
• Larceny 
Location: East Tower 
Summary: Report of a missing extinguisher. 
Patrol Officer Jamie Masclee responded. 
• Aggravated Harassment 
Location: Terrace 6 
Summary: Received harassing message 
on answering machine on this date. Patrol 
Officer Bruce Holmstock responded. 
• Assist Other Agency, Assist TCSD 
Location: Route 96B 
Summary: Deer in ditch on side of Route 968 
needed to be destroyed. Deer destroyed .. 
Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock responded. 
• Unlawful Possession of Mari1uana 
Location: Terrace 5 
Summary: Suspicious odor, possibly marijua-
na. Two to be referred judicially for posses-
sion of marijuana. Sgt. Tom Dunn responded. 
• Larceny 
Location: West Tower 
Summary: Clock stolen from lobby of West 
Tower sometime on this date. Sgt. Tom 
Dunn responded. 
~ Specializing in accenting the 
'i perfect haircut with 
_ ~ .Sa/t1,._. dazzling hi~hlights 
~al~"- '-- and expressions of 
L,., sophisticated color. 
Robert invites you to a unique atmosphere where we take the time 
Saturday, Dec. 5 
• Homophobic statement 
Location: Eastman Hall 
Summary: RA reported a homophobic 
message was found on a room door in the 
building during the early morning hours. 
The RA said the message was not written 
on the door two and one-half hours earlier 
when the RA passed by the room. The 
message was written to a resident of the 
room who was not home at the time. 
Monday, Dec. 7 
• Homophobic statement 
Location: Terrace 12 
Summary: RA reported a homophobic 
message was written on a memo board. 
The resident of the room said he left his 
room at 10 a.m. without noticing the 
offensive message and returned at 1 :30 
p.m. when he noticed it. 
• Disorderly Conduct 
Location: Emerson Suites 
Summary: Female was disturbing a perfor-
mance in Emerson Suites. Patrol Officer 
Bruce Holmstock responded 
Sunday, Dec. 13 
• Conduct Code Violation, Alcohol Policy 
Violation 
Lo_callon: Boothroyd Hall 
Summary: Report of a highly intoxicated 
male lying on the floor. Bangs Ambulance 
notified. Individual transported to CMG via 
ambulance. Patrol Officer Fred Thomas 
responded. 
• Conduct Code Violation, Alcohol Policy 
Violation 
Location: Terrace 12 
Summary: Report of a highly intoxicated 
male. Bangs Ambulance notified. Individual 
transported via ambulance. Patrol Officer 
Fred Thomas responded. 
• Suspicious Person 
Location: Terrace 12 
Summary: An unknown male entered a 
room naked. Subject located. Patrol Officer 
Fred Thomas responded. 
• Suspicious Person 
Location: Park Hall 
Summary: Caller gained access to building 
and phoned ICCS inquiring about a stu-
dent's address and phone number. Caller 
1s a visitor and a staff member was dis-
patched to location. Security Officer 
James Conlon responded. 
• Suspicious Circumstance 
Location: Hilliard Hall 
Summary: Extinguisher found discharged 
m hallway. Note left for life safety. Sgt. 
Keith Lee responded. 
• Making Graffiti 
Location: East Tower 
Summary: Unknown person wrote on bias 
poster. Sgt. Tom Dunn responded. 
Monday, Dec. 14 
• Criminal Mischief :; 
Location: J-lot 
Summary: Officer found two "tow away 
zone" signs damaged. Patrol Officer John 
Federation responded. 
• Medical Assist, Injury Related 
to discuss your hair care needs and offer suggestions for tooay's new 1oo1<s. B IDI MIST IE IIIUI 
CALL TODAY FOR AN APPOINTMENT ~,._J!_/1_1_/9_1_,_,,_uu_n ___ ...__ 
L------30~9!'!"'E_a_s_t _B_uff_a_1o_s_tre_e_t_•_l_th_a_ca_,_N_Y_•_21_1_-_12-4!!!!!!5!!!!!"!'!!"...,,.,,,,,,.....__,· 32 HIIBS IFIIIIDflH. 
1 IBEIIFIST & IIIIDS FIii $19 
150% P•l11111.PliTECDII 
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Saturday, Dec. 12 
• Homophbbic statement 
Location: Bogart Hall 
Summary: RD reported a homophobic 
remark was found on two message 
boards during the early morning hours. 
The investigation revealed that one 
remark was found but not the second, as 
reported. Due to the lateness of the 
hour, the residents of the rooms were · · 
not interviewed. The investigation is con-
tinuing. 
Monday, Dec. 13 
• Racial statement 
Location: East Tower-11th floor 
Summary: At 8 a.m. a RA reported that a 
resident said someone wrote a racial 
slur on a Bias Alert on a bulletin board. 
The RA said the slur was not written on 
the flyer at 5:30 p.m. that day. 
Location: Dillingham Center 
Summary: Staff member reported a student 
received a laceration on hand. Bangs 
Ambulance was notified and responded. 
Student was transported to CMC emer-
gency room via ambulance. Life Safety 
Officer Ronald Clark responded. 
• Fire Alarms, Accidental 
Location: Terrace 12 
Summary: Fire alarm. Activation first floor 
east side m kitchen. Burned food caused 
activation. IFD ordered reset. Life Safety 
Officer Ronald Clark responded. 
• Property, Lost Property 
Location: Dillingham Center 
Summary: Caller lost wallet, which con-
tained credit cards, cash and identification. 
Sgt. Tom Dunn responded. 
• Larceny 
Location: West Tower 
Summary: Compact discs taken from resi-
dence. CDs cost about $400. Patrol Officer 
Dawn Caulkins responded. 
• Criminal Mischief 
Location: Terrace 9 
Summary: Officer found graffiti on walls in 
stairwell. Patrol Officer John Federation 
responded. 
Tuesday,Dec.15 
• Parking Problem 
Location: N-lot 
Summary: Vehicle being to'!Ved for having a 
fraudulent permit. Judicial action pending. 
Sgt. Keith 'l.ee responded. 
• Fire Alarms, Accidental 
Location: Holmes Hall 
Summary: Custodian cleaning on the third 
floor caused a fire ala'rm. IFD was notified 
and responded. IFD ordered a reset. 
System was reset. Life Safety Officer 
Ronald Cla~k responded. 
• Medical Assist, Illness Related 
Location: Friends Hall 
Summary: Person passed out. Bangs 
Ambulance notified, then canceled. 
Medical treatment was refused. Sgt. Steve 
Yaple responded. 
• Making Graffiti 
Summary: Unknown person wrote homo-
phobic remark on bias related poster. Sgt. 
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Tom Dunn responded. 
• Larceny/Credit Card 
Location: Egbert Dining Hall 
Summary: Purse taken from Egbert Dining 
Hall. Sgt. Steve Yaple responded. 
• Larceny 
Location: Clarke Hall 
Summary: $60 cash taken from wallet. 
Wallet was in room. Sgt. Tom Dunn 
responded. 
Wednesday,Dec.16 
• Suspicious Odor 
Location: Terrace 10 
Summary: Security officer reported an odor 
of marijuana coming from a student's room. 
One to be referred judicially for possession 
of paraphernalia and two to be referred for 
responsibility of guests. Patrol Officer John 
Federation responded. 
• Making Graffiti 
Location: Holmes Hall 
Summary: Graffiti found sprayed on first 
floor west door. Message removed by the 
patrol officer. Patrol Officer John 
Federation responded. 
• Computer Tampering 
Location: Williams Hall 
Summary: Unknown person entered office 
and used computer. Sgt. Steve Yaple 
responded. 
• Parking Problem 
Location: E-lot 
Summary: Fraudulent decal found on vehi-
cle that is towable for tickets. Also parked 
in fire lane. Student referred judicially for 
fraudulent use of decal and fraudulent New 
York State drivers license. Patrol Officer 
Dawn Caulkins responded. 
• Information 
Location: Hudson Heights Complex 
Summary: Student reported having been 
assaulted in his off-campus apartment. 
Matter referred to IPD. Patrol Officer Bruce 
Holmstock responded. 
• Aggravated Harassment 
Location: Garden Apartment 
Summary: Caller received multiple hang-
up calls in the early morning hours for eight 
to 10 days. Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock 
responded. 
Thursday, Dec. 17 
• MVA, Property Damage Only 
Location: All other-Long ~and Expressway 
Summary: Staff member reported having 
an accident with a college vehicle. Sgt. 
Steve Yaple responded. 
• Larceny 
Location: Landon Hall 
Summary: Student reported college property 
taken off a door In residence hall. 
Investigator Laura Durling responded. 
• Larceny 
Location: Terrace 5 
Summary: Caller requests an officer 
respond and speak to a student in her 
office about a stolen library book. Patrol 
Office Dawn Caulkins responded. 
• MVA, Property Damage Only 
Location: Tower Road 
Summary: Caller reported MVA. Patrol 
Officer Bruce Holmstock responded. 
• Assist Other Agency 
L~cation: ICCS 
Summary: Caller requests assistance exe-
cuting a bench warrant for subject on 
Pennsylvania Avenue. Subject contacted 
and will respond to this office. Caller 
advised. 
• Fire Alarms 
Location: Hilliard Hall 
Summary: Alarm of fire. IFD toned out. 
Activated smoke de$ctor found. No smoke 
and no fire. Heavy perfume scent in air. IFD 
notified. System reset. Patrol Officer Bruce 
Holmstock responded. 
• Assist Other Agency, Assist TCSD 
Location: Coddington Road 
Summary: Caller requested officer investi-
gate MVA with property damage. Patrol 
Office Dawn Caulkins responded. 
• Assist Other Agency, Assist Non-police Agent 
Location: Ceracche Athletic Center 
Summary: ER nurse requests information 
regarding paint brush cleaner a student 
had accidentally ingested. Student is cur-
rently in the ER for treatment. Information 
relayed to caller. Patrol Officer Bruce 
Holmstock responded. 
• Suspicious Odor 
Location: Clarke Hall 
Summary: Odor of marijuana coming from 
student's room. Two to be referred judicial-
ly for possession of marijuana and para-
phernalia. Patrol Office Dawn Caulkins 
responded. 
Friday, Dec. 18 
• Harassment 
Location: Terrace 12 
Summary: Complainant reported being 
harassed by a male subject while attempt-
ing to deliver a pizza. Person was followed 
to his vehicle and subject attempted to stop 
complainant by standing in front of his car. 
Patrol Officer John Federation responded. 
• Medical Assist, Illness Related 
Location: Emerson Hall 
Summary: Report of an intoxicated female 
in the RA's room. Subject transported to 
Health Center. Sgt. Ronald Hart responded. 
• Medical Assist, Illness Related 
Location: Garden Apartment 
Summary: Student reported another stu-
dent was feeling sick and would like to be 
taken to the Health Center. Upon officer's 
arrival student was transported to the 
Health Center. Life Safety Officer Ronald 
Clark responded. 
• Assist Other Department 
Location: Garden Apartment 28 
Summary: RA stated she found knives in a 
student's room. Knives voluntarily turned 
over to officer for safe keeping until student 
goes home for break. Patrol Officer Bruce 
Holmstock responded. 
• Suspicious Odor 
Location: West Tower 
Summary: Caller reported an odor of mari-
juana coming from student's room. Room 
searched. Two to be referred judicially for 
possession of marijuana. Patrol Officer 
Dawn Caulkins responded. 
Saturday, Dec. 19 
• Medical Assist, Illness Related 
Location: East Tower 
Summary: Report of a sick female in the 
bathroom. Bangs Ambulance and IFD noti-
fied. Subject transported to CMC. Health 
Center and on-duty RA notified. Security 
Officer Terry O'Pray responded. 
• Criminal Mischief 
Location: Landon Hall 
Summary: RA reported having her mes-
sage board tom off her door and from the 
room door next to her. A bulletin board and 
an exit sign were also damaged. Patrol 
Officer John Federation responded. 
• Medical Assist, Illness Related 
Location: Terrace 7 
Summary: RA called for assistance with an 
intoxicated male. Subject placed in custody 
of friend. One to be referred judicially. 
Patrol Officer Dawn Caulkins responded. 
• Medical Assist, Illness Related 
Location: Landon Hall 
Summary: Officer reports finding an intoxi-
cated non-student. Bangs Ambulance noti-
fied. Subject signed off with Bangs. One to 
be referred for responsibility of guests. 
Patrol Officer John Federation responded. 
• Suspicious Circumstance 
Location: Bogart Hall 
Summary: Eight cans of beer and one 
bong found on third floor. Patrol Officer 
Dawn Caulkins responded. 
• Criminal Mischie! 
Location: Hilliard Hall-first floor 
Summary: Four balcony chairs and a com-
puter found broken on the ground. Patrol 
Officer Dawn Caulkins responded. 
• Conduct Code Violation, 
Firearms/Weapons 
Location: Tallcott Hall 
Summary: Paint ball gun found. One stu-
dent to be referred judicially. Patrol Officer 
Dawn Caulkins responded. 
• Fire Alarms, Accidental 
Location: Holmes Hall 
Summary: RD reported fire alarm caused 
by burned bacon from her apartment. IFD 
authorized. System reset. Sgt. Keith Lee 
responded. 
• Information, Information Only 
Location: East Tower 
Summary: RD found a machete during 
room checks. Item recovered. 
• Property, Found Property 
Location: Garden Apartment 25-in 
Dumpster 
Summary: One Sharp VCR possibly 
belonging to college. Item placed at found· 
property drop box. 
• Illegal Dumping 
Location: Terrace Dining Hall loading dock 
Summary: One student to be referred judi-
cially for illegal dumping. Patrol Officer 
Bruce Holmstock responded. 
Wednesday,Oec.23 
• Life Safety Hazards 
Location: Campus Center 
Summary: Belated entry, actual date was 
Dec. 18. Offensive odor reported in Office 
of Information Technology office. Life 
Safety Inspector Doug Gordner responded. 
• MVA, Property Damage Only 
Location: K-lot 
Summary: Staff member reported having 
MVA with college fleet car. Tail light dam-
aged. Patrol Officer John Federation 
responded. 
Monday, Dec. 28 
• Grand Larceny 
Location: HS&HP construction site 
Summary: Contractor reported 50 sheets 
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of sheet rock missing. Sheet rock last seen 
on Dec. 22. Items valued at about $500. 
Sgt. Steve Yaple responded. 
Friday, Jan. 1 
• Assist Other Agency, Assist New York 
State Police 
Location: Hudson Street-Therm plant 
Summary: One intoxicated male on Therm 
property. Requested assistance. Brought 
to ICCS office. Called B~mgs Ambulance. 
Bangs transported him to CMC. No further 
action taken. 
Sunday, Jan. 3 
• Criminal Mischief 
Location: Tallcott Hall 
Summary: Handset for phone missing. 
Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock responded. 
Tuesday,Jan.5 
• Life Safety Hazards, Building Code 
Violation 
Location: Garden Apartment 28 
Summary: Burning odor in apartment found 
to be plastic storage rack placed against 
heat source. Rack moved. Life Safety 
Officer Ronald Clark responded. 
Wednesday, Jan. 6 
• MVA, Property Damage Only 
Location: U-lot 
Summary: College van struck another vehi-
cle while backing out of a space. Sgt. Tom 
Dunn responded. 
Saturday, Jan. 9 
• Criminal Mischief 
Location: Terrace 7 
Summary: Damage found in a room. 
Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock responded. 
Monday, Jan. 11 
• Grand Larceny 
Location: Dillingham Center 
Summary: Computer and printer taken 
from office sometime between Dec. 19 and 
this date. Sgt. Tom Dunn responded. 
•Follow-up Investigation 
Location: Garden Apartment 
Summary: Report ot possible stolen proper-
ly in apartment. Property not stolen. Case 
unfounded. Sgt. Tom Dunn responded. 
• Conduct Code Violation, 
Harassment/Hazing/Endangerment 
Location: Terrace residence hall 
Summary: Student filed information regard-
ing another student threatening her safety. 
Investigator Laura Durling responded. 
Tuesday,Jan.12 
• Information 
Location: Gannett Center 
Summary: Person working in Gannett 
Center reported receiving harassing phone 
calls. Sgt. Steve Yaple responded. 
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Our 
VIEW 
All the King's men 
"Now is the time to lift our nation from the quick-
sands of racial injustice to the- solid rock of brother-
hood." 
With those words, Martin Luther King, Jr. brought a 
voice of authority to the movement that shatter~d the 
doctrine of "separate but equal." 
On Jan. 18, the third Monday of January, our 
nation paused to celebrate the life of its most influen-
tial civil rights leader. Monday marked the 13th 
recognition of Martin Luther King, Jr. Day. 
For blacks and whites alike, Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Day is a day to celebrate a moral and legal victory. It 
took 18 years of struggle after King's murder before 
former President Ronald Reagan signed the legisla-
tion recognizing King's birthday. 
When King's life was clipped tragically short April 
4, 1968, he left behind an unfulfilled legacy. The civil 
rights movement soon degenerated as black cultural 
nationalism blended with surging militancy, and the 
non-violent principles King derived from Mahatma 
Gandhi fell by the wayside. 
While the civil rights movement laid waste to seg-
regation, race problems lingered after King's death. 
King led a successful fight to abolish laws that limited 
black mobility but, in his absence, the campaign to 
achieve social integration lacked leadership. 
As Black History Month quickly approaches, we 
are reminded of the important duty of living the sec-
ond half of King's dream. The torch has been passed, 
and now is the time to show reverance to King by 
continuing his work. 
Ithaca College has within its student body some-
one who has taken the torch. 
Sophomore Jerrill Adams has established himself 
as a leader on this campus. When he learned the 
National Association for the Advancement of Colored 
People had nc;, Ithaca College chapter, he founded 
one. Adams has also led forum discussions of racial 
discrimination and he is currently studying ways to 
improve Ithaca's minority enrollment. 
Perhaps the most compelling feature of Adams' 
leadership is the degree to which he adheres to 
King's ideals. 
"We want to work with all students, regardless of 
color," Adams told The Ithacan in October, 1998. "On 
NAACP memorabilia or pamphlets you see, they 
have a black hand and a white hand, because we 
really want to work together." 
In his "I Have a Dream" speech, King recognized 
the importance of encouraging whites to march along 
side of blacks in every part of the civil rights cam-
paign. . 
"Their destiny is tied up with our destiny and their 
· freedom is inextricably bound to our freedom," King 
said. 
The socials stigmas that are relics of the years 
before the civil rights movement impede our pursuit 
of genuine integration. By taking firm steps toward 
the ideals of Martin Luther King, Jr., we can slowly 
break through those impediments. 
If we are to rise from the quicksand of racial injus-
tice as King desired, we must not let April 4, 1968 
mark the end of the civil rights movement. We must 
model ourselves after those who, like.Adams, seek to 
elevate us "to the solid rock of brotherhood." 
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Keep the debate civil 
While The Ithacan is partially subsidized 
by the college, it functions as an independent 
news organization. Its purpose, like any 
independent news outlet, is to report the 
news. It is not meant to skew opinion one 
way .or the other. It is here to infonn you 
about the events in, and affecting, the Ithaca 
College community. 
The media provides us with infonnation 
for us to make an educated decision about 
our belief system. 
Unfortunately, it has become common-
place (and cliche) to blame the messenger. 
But without newspapers like The Ithacan, 
how much would you know about the world 
you live in? 
Ms. MacCurdy (and the 34 others), I have 
seen controversial advertisements in 
"respected" news outlets like The New York 
Times. It's important to remember not 
everyone adheres to your values and beliefs. 
I guarantee that a pro-choice insert would 
raise just as many cries of protest at Abeline 
Christian University or Baylor. 
If you don't want to be offended by some-
thing you see or read, the answer is simple: 
Don't pick up The Ithacan. Read the IC 
Quarterly. I guarantee you won't be offend-
ed. You also won't know what's really going 
on in the community you live in. 
It's good to have debate. It's nonnal to be 
angry over such a charged issue. But to van-
dalize, bum, and call for a ban of The 
Ithacan is more than wrong. It's just plain 
ignorant. For Ithaca College administrators 
to keep quiet is just as wrong. 
Keep up the debate, but do it construc-
tively. If you don't like someone's point of 
view, rebut it. But don't take away anyone 
else's right to hear, see or read it. 
AARON WILLIAMS '95 
News anchor/reporter, KSLA·TV 
Upset by advertisement 
When I first opened the Dec. 3 edition of 
The Ithacan, I was not surprised to find an 
advertising supplement included. What I 
was surprised by, and instantly appalled by, 
was the content of this advertising supple-
ment. 
I know of absolutely no reason why a 
paid advertising supplement about abortion 
should be included in a newspaper whose 
supposed purpose is to report on the issues 
and concerns affecting the Ithaca College 
community. I do not care about the particu-
lar content of the supplement. In fact, I could 
care less. The Human Life Alliance of 
Minnesota Education Fund has as much 
right ac; anyone else to publish what they 
like. But why should this obvious piece of 
propaganda be included in our community 
newspaper? In the context this publication 
was written, it has absolutely no relevance to 
the vitality of our community. 
It makes no sense when one considers the 
fact The Ithacan does not rely on advertis-
ing to maintain its existence. My tuition dol-
lars, along with every other student's, go to 
supplement this program which should con-
centrate on being an educational experience, 
not one that pushes any political agenda. 
I have lost a great deal of respect for the 
journalistic quality of The Ithacan, and be 
assured, I am not the only one who feels this 
way. 
NATHAN JENKS '99 
Challenging protests 
I am glad that your readers question the 
anti-abortion suppl.Jnent that you chose to 
accept. Readers, ultimately, detennine the 
content of the publications they read. 
However, where is the outrage of the theft 
and destruction of newspapers? Had some-
one taped the mouth of someone protesting 
at the Free Speech Rock, I suspect they 
would have been arrested, and rightfully so. 
A few years ago, while I was adviser to The 
Ithacan, there were very serious threats to 
keep the newspaper from publishing. 
Readers responded because they know the 
value of the newspaper to the community. 
The Ithacan -sometimes, yes, in a less-
than-professional fashion-represents all 
that we hold dear on campus: The right to 
engage and debate and disagree and learn. 
What have we learned by allowing people to 
steal and destroy the newspaper? There is a 
dangerous trend across the country that tac-
itly endorses theft of newspapers whenever 
there's an article that someone doesn't like. 
Well, I suspect that there's something in 
every Ithacan that someone doesn't like. So, 
if the disgruntled person of the week choos-
es to destroy the newspaper, would you be 
particularly proud of your campus? 
PAUL HEATON 
fonner advisor, The ffhacan 
Is something -on your mind? 
Write a letter to the editor and reach more than 5,500 
' 
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GOP vendettas 
have gone too far 
The ears of the American peo- / 
pie have become saturated with the 
news of the president's impeachment 
and now they are ready to move on. 
The country's opinion conveys that 
they are tired of the GOP's sexual frustrations. 
Members of the Republican party arc disregarding the Constitution 
and delaying our nation's priorities. They are driven by personal 
vendettas against Clinton; unsuccessful in the last two presidential 
elections, they arc making one last futile attempt to remove Clinton. 
Once a staunch liberal, Clinton made a smooth transition into the 
center of the political spectrum. Many Republicans resent Clinton 
because he stole the spotlight and became successful with 
political agendas that originated in the 
Republican Party. But Republicans have 
gone overboard. Impeaching Clinton 
for lying about his inlidclity sets 
a precedent that could dam-
age our country's longevity 
and ensure continuing parti-
~an politics. 
Already, legislation has 
come to a halt. Crucial issues 
like social security and educa-
tion arc being put aside in def-
erence to the trial. Elected 
oflicials have put the very peo-
ple that put them in oflicc on 
the back burner. 
Sixty-five percent of the 
American public supports 
Clinton, according to one recent 
poll. But Republicans like Jesse 
Helms, Bob Barr and Trent Lott 
aren't paying attention to the will 
of the people. They have their 
own agenda: They arc simply 
southern, white good olc' boys 
taking their la~t gasp at a person 
and a party. 
Andre Cuda is ajreshman 
drama major. 
Removing Clinton 
is inevitable duty 
President Clinton has been impeached, 
so let's stop questioning whether or not his 
actions are "impeachable." Now we're 
talking abciut removing him from office 
and the answer to that question is as sim-
ple as the first: irrefutably. yes. Putting aside that 
the man is a shameless infidel and refuses to save what little honor 
he has and resign, there arc clearly defined legal grounds for his removal. 
The man premeditated lies under oath to a federal grand jury. Any citizen 
of the United States would be imprisoned for that offense and the presi-
dent is first and foremost a citizen. As commander in chief, he should 
face the same consequences as any general would for perjury under oath. 
The fact is that the president violated federal law, and the senate has 
an obligation to remove him from oflice. Democrats 
have tried to avoid a trial because unlike Clinton, 
they arc honorable men. They know that a, the now-
highest court in the land they mu...i lind him guilty if 
there is proof he committed perjury and oh\tructed justice. 
The most insultmg argument raised 
in all of this word-mincing comes from 
those who attc~t that the founding 
father~ wouldn't approve of these pro-
ceedings. Anyone who forward~ the 
notion that Jefferson, Harmlton and 
Madison would say that Clinton's behav-
ior is acceptable is disillusioned. 
'fruc, no one is perfect; I' II be the lirst 
to admit I've made some awful decisions 
in my lifetime and have felt the repercus-
sions of such. But to allow Clinton to con-
tinue to serve as leader of this nation sets 
the precedent that this behavior is "okay by 
us" and says to the world that America 
doesn't care about such things. That would 
be the most embarrassing travesty in our 
history. The bottom line remains: William 
Jefferson Clmton is an admrtted liar, an 
immoral and conspiratorial criminal, and in 
my opinion, a traitor to the people of the 
U111tcd State~ of America. 
Keith Rec1•e.1· is a sophomore 
graphic oy Lisa Soyars music ccl11catio11 major. 
Debates and commentaries will appear in this spot each week. The Ithacan encourages the Ithaca 
College community to participate. Call Opinion Editor Scott A. Hepburn at 274-3208. 
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"My sister-she always has 
her stuff together and I can 
relate to her personally." 
Serena Su 
Violin Performance '99 
Chad Corey 
Music '02 
"My parents." 
Who do you turn to for 
inspiration and why? 
John Walsh 
TV-R '00 
"Adam Sandler-'stop looking 
at me, Swan"' 
"My high school music 
teacher, Tim lschle." 
Bill Bertram 
Music Performance '01 
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Long distance 
lamenting 
Nothing ruins the peaceful 
sanctity of a mid-fall afternoon 
more than the pestering tone of a 
roommate seeking compensation 
for the month's phone bill. 
It was September; I had just 
finished a long summer of work-
ing the graveyard shift and taking 
classes and I wa~ in the mood to 
relax. A pressed Acapulco shirt, a 
pair of tattered slipper~. the ~low 
droaning of a hand from Austin 
and my oflicc overlooking 
Cayuga Lake had me feeling at 
case. 
And then came the rain. 
Right when thing~ were look-
ing sunny, my roommate walked 
in and started demanding money 
for the phone bill. 
Money 1s money, and while I 
have little, some expenses must 
be paid. The problem is I' vc been 
shelling out twice as much to 
ACC as my parents pay to their 
long distance carrier ... and they 
have a 14-ycar-old gJTI living in 
their house. Something smells 
here. ":·- · '.::: 
It's not a huge i~sue-thcre 's 
plenty more going wrong on this 
hill without the ACC people 
breathing down our necks. But 
with a recent survey commis-
sioned by SGA, it's on the bram. 
The college's lease with ACC 
runs out next year and it i~ con-
templating whether or not to 
renew. And in a surprising move, 
the college actually solicited the 
opinions of the customers before 
they did something. Good. I just 
hope 1t works. My guess 1~ that 
there isn ·1 one soul on this cam-
pus .who voted in favor to the 
return of ACC. 
I did a little research of my 
own and d1~covered that Ace is 
part of a large communications 
conglomerate. It's what you 
might call the "rip off the college 
k1cb" d1vi~ion of a large opera-
tion. 
I hope things will get better. Of 
course, I' II have graduated and be 
out of here when they do. It fig-
ures. 
Whatever the results of the 
SUI vcy I would urge the SGA to 
pur~ue a new aswciation with a 
company that will at least operate 
under the guise that it is con-
cerned about saving students a lit-
tle money. Then I would urge the 
students to watch them like you 
watch a pickpocket at the county 
fair. 
Whatever happens, try to 
remember what my Grandpa 
always says: "You can't buy any-
thing with a piece of bread but, as 
long as you have some butter, you 
can eat money.". 
Bryan Chambala Is a senior 
print journalism major 
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Start tbe? '7C?ar ~igbt 
Joir, 
****** 
'fb~ Ov~rr,igbt/Class 
Hosting Program 
You can hElp othErs as thEy cons1d€r Ithaca 
Coll€g€ by g1v1ng thEm a first-hand €Xp€n-
Enc€ of hf€ on campus. Host a prospEct1v€ 
studEnt ov€rn1ght 1n your 
on-can1pus rEs1dEncE; tak€ a v1s1tor with 
you to class. lntroduc€ 1nt€r€St€d studEnts 
to your day-to-day €Xp€rt€nc€s as a 
m€mb€r of Ithaca Coll€g€. 
Join this semester! 
Call the Admission Office at 2 7 4-3124 
or 
Stop by at I 00 Job Hall 
or 
Email: AMSELCO@ITHACA.EDU 
¢ SHABBAT SHALOM ¢ 
WELCOME BACK 10 CAMPUS 
SHABBAT GATHERING 
MULLER CHAPEL 
Friday, Jan. 22 
6 p.m. 
SHABBAT DINNER 
TERRACE DINING HALL 
7 p.m. 
JO IN TOGETHE-R 
IN FR I END SH IP C, FEHSTI NG 
ON THE DAY OF REST 
- RENEW YOURSELF -
HILLEL - JCOP - FYCJR 
KLEZMER - UJR 
FR I .ENDS OF I SR REL - IJCC 
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"I thf w · t\11.B f•a reason 
and it's not jusfto ~born and to 
die." -The Rev. Scoh Kubinski 
IC Unbound founder disrupts show 
~ 
BY GERILYN M. CURTIN 
Chief Copy Editor 
As the sounds of Brooks and Dunn's "Boot Scoot in' 
Boogie" tilled Emerson Suites Dec. 12, the pcrfonncrs 
of IC Unbound Dance Company took the stage at 8 p.m. 
to perform a country line dance. 
Off ~tage, senior co-founder Bridgett Lawrence 
waited for her chance to perform. Lawrence and two 
other dam:ers stood outsu.Jc Emcr~on Suites while oth-
ers performed lively swing dances, an-energetic African 
dance and other thematic dances. 
But after the stage lights dimmed and the house 
lights ro~e. the ~how was not over. 
Choreographer and dancer Sivan Acalay re-entered 
the stage after the last perfonnance to introc;luce 
Lawrem:e. Unlike the other IC Unhound mcmhers, 
Lawrence did not perform in the evening's show. 
Standing on the ~tagc, Lawrence explained the reason 
she did not dance. 
"I founded IC Unhound with the intention that all 
dance forms that were practiced by IC students would 
he available to he shared and celehrated," Lawrence 
read from a flyer she distnhuted to the audience. 
"Tonight I am told the only way I will he allowed to per-
form is if I require my dancers to join me in a style of 
dance which WC would not chom,c to do. No, I do not 
understand that. I respect and celebrate the fonn, the 
expression hut I choose not to partake in various tech-
mques." 
Follow mg her address, senior Kristi Little and junior 
Allison Nega began to pcrfonn a modern dance routine 
choreographed by Lawrence, to the heat of a bongo 
drum played hy sophomore Tom Northrup. While they 
danced, the IC Unhound executiv..: hoard members 
called Campus Safety. 
Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock, who had no com-
ment, responded and atlemptcd tt1 get Lawrence, Ncga, 
Little and Northrup off the stage. 
"With a situation like that you really don't know 
what's going lo happen," ~a,d junior Beth Scalonge, 
vice president of pcrfonnance. "And then they all start-
ed-the drumming started heating faster and everyone 
~tarted dancing wilder." 
Holmstock's attempt to remove them from the stage 
tailed and they timshcd their p..:rformancc. 
The reaction the dance created was on..: of mixed 
would tot be able to pcrfonn under any circumstances. 
"[Dec. I I Tricia and Brian] called and said [I] could 
not pcrfom1 and I was. blacklisted from the duh and 
never to he associated with IC Unbound again," 
Lawrence said. · 
The executive board said it did not know Lawrence 
would not he performing until Dec. IO, the night hcforc 
the opening pcrfomiancc. "I wouldn't want to make 
people unhappy," Williams ~aid. "It wasn't expressed 
until the night before the show, and ... the night before 
the show I [couldn't! do anything." 
However, Lawrence said she did bring the matter up 
to an executive board member a couple of weeks prior 
to the pcrfonnancc. "I did bring it up to [Scalongc] and 
explained it to her that we weren't going to do it," 
Lawrence sard. "She was like 'well you have lo, it's 
required, you have to do it, you don't have a choice."' 
Though their explanations differ on when the issue 
evolved, both parties agreed Lawrence and her dancers 
could stand at the back of the stage as the other dancers 
pcrfonncd the collaborative opening and finale. Despite 
the agreement, each party held the other in disbelief, 
therefore Lawrence and her dancers did not pcrfonn. 
As Lawrence mentioned in her speech, the mis~ion 
of the club has changed since she created it more than a 
year ago. 
"Unfortunately IC Unbound fell into the hands of 
people that arc of a different philosophy of dance than I 
am," Lawrence said. "I am of the philosophy that it's 
freedom of expression. You celebrate what you do and 
you arc comfortable doing it. They celebrate a different 
one." 
Williams said the mission of the club hasn't changed 
drastically and is proud of the various styles of dance the 
performance featured. "It's still very strong," Williams 
said. "We support all styles of dance and want people to 
he able to participate in it and show their styles." 
Van Zindercn said neither party is wrong and it is a 
complicated matter. 
"There should be freedom of expression and ... there 
is also the side that there arc some group expectations 
there too, and it's kind of trying to find a happy medium 
in there. Unfortunately there is no black and white 
answer to that,· Yan Zindercn said. 
Judicial Affairs reviewed the case, which is now 
closed, according to Mike Leary, assistant director of 
Judicial Affairs. Lawrence said she has received no noti-
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SOPHOMORE TOM NORTHRUP (left to right), senior Bridgette 
Lawrence, senior Kristi Little and junior Allison Nega take a 
bow after their protest performance. A crowd cheers them on. 
emotion~. Supporter~ of Lawrence and her dancers ini- tication of action taken against her. 
ti ally crowded around. hanging the front of the stage to 
the heat of the drum hcforL' ultimately jornrng them 111 
dance. Some audience 1111.:mhcr~. including parents of 
dancer~ in ·1c Unbound. left the performance vr~ihly 
up~cl. E\ccutrvc board member~ and IC Unbound per-
l\lrrncr~ llurricd around the area enraged ahout what was 
happening to their ~how. 
The two ~,de~ rnrnlvcd, Lawrence and the IC 
Unbound executive board, have contradicting view~ of 
why thi~ happened. 
"What I think that happened i~ a lack of communica-
tion and a lack of collaboration between the two par-
tie~ ... said Gary Yan Zinderen, assistant director of 
Campus Center Activities. "I think what that led to was 
the confrontation." 
In October the IC Unbound Dance Company's con-
stitution, including Article III Section Four, which stat-
ed, "Membership will he committed to participating in 
the company dance numbers," was voted on unani-
mou~ly hy those who attended the meeting, including 
Lawrence. It was the opening, a country line dance, and 
the closrng, a funk/pzz dance, which all members of the 
cast were to perform in, that caused a problem. 
Senior Tricia Williams, president of IC Unbound, 
said she was ~orry there was some confusion as to what 
was said to Lawrence. 
"I guess there was a miscommunication between 
[senior] Brian [Knox, vice president of production,] and 
I when [Lawrence] spoke with us as far as why we were 
not allowing ... I don't want to say 'not allowing her to 
dance' because we always gave her the option, but these 
rules were developed," she said. 
Lawrence said she believed she and her dancers 
. . JOHN SIGMUND/THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR TRICIA WIWAMS (right), president itf IC Unbound, confers with Sgt. Tom Dunn (center) and patrol officer 
Bruce Holmstock (left) about a protest performance staged by organization co-founder senl_or Bridgette Lawrence. 
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Accent 
OIL. 
Beth Rosbach 
cinema/photo' 02 
Hometown: Dillsburg, 
Penn. 
Accomplishment I am 
· most proud of: making my 
way through the Paris 
Metro System by myself 
What I'd be doing if I 
weren't here: travelling 
around the world with what 
little money that I have 
Pet Peeve: ignorant and 
superficial people, tempers 
Things I can do without: 
Sunday nights, people who 
take themselves too seri-
ously, fast food and cowboy 
hats 
Who would play me in a 
movie: Julia Ormond _ 
What TV show I don't 
miss: none 
Three things t.hat can 
always be found in my 
refrigerator: 
cheese, yogurt, juice 
People might be sur-
pr1$ed to know that I: 
have been to Australia 
Person I'd most like to 
have dinner with: the 
Dala1 Lama 
Favorite class: French 
Animal most like you and 
why: a monkey because 
they're playful and clever 
Art 
• Jan 22-Feb 21 
JAN.'21, 1999 
New club educates on sex 
BY PETER HINRICHS 
Ithacan Staff 
Sarah DiNicola, attended -lb(!__ 
Bachus Gama Peer Education 
Conference in Washingron, D.C. 
Ithaca College students can the .weekend of Nov. 13, 1998, 
expect to receive a condom in 
their mail boxes in correlation 
with National Condom Weck. 
Feb. 7 - 14. 
The mass mailing is part of an 
effort by a new organization on 
campus called Peer Alliance for 
Sexual Education, a club commit-
ted to increase sexuality aware-
ness at Ithaca College. 
PASE plan!, to conduct free 
dorm programs to educate stu-
dents abcmt the risks involved 
with sexual activity. 
PASE also wants to make the 
Ithaca College Community aware 
of the diversity of sexual orienta-
tions on campus, how sexual pref-
erence!, arc formed and the 
clinical aspects of sex. 
Junior Carla Santora estab-
lished PASE last semester. She 
said she saw a need to revive 
active sexual education on cam-
pus after she interned at Planned 
Parenthood of Tompkins County 
last spring. 
PASE is funded by Planned 
Parenthood and i!, one group 
under the umbrella of Sex And 
Gender Educators. The other 
groups under SAGE arc Students 
Against Violence Against Women 
and Bigayla, Santora !,aid. 
The fall semester was dedicat-
ed to training the group's IO char-
ter members to conduct the dorm 
programs. 
Program!, will he about sexu-
ally tran!>mittcd diseases, birth 
control. sexual violence, sexual 
dcc1swn making, awareness of 
sexual diversity and how people 
form perceptions of sexuality and 
body image. 
Two members of PASE, 
sophomores Katje Hempel and 
Montoya, Bassoon 
said junior PASE member Sarah 
Wilkinson. 
PASE will U!,C what Hempel 
and DiNicola learned at the con-
ference in addition to this semes-
ter's training to meet the goal of 
conducting 12 <lorm programs 
this semester. 
Members attended a Christmas 
party for teen-age mothers Dec. I I 
as a first step in interaction 
between PASE and the Tompkins 
County BOCES Teenage Parent 
Program. 
Last scmcsler PASE displayed 
two tables in the Campus Center 
and posted signs in all of the resi-
dence halls to promote National 
Love Your Body Day on Oct. 25. 
National Love Your Body Day 
was designed by the National 
Organization of Women to encour-
age people to have positive images 
of their bodies. The organizaiion 
hopes that people who have posi-
tive images of their bodies will find 
1t easier to say "no" to hazardous 
sexual practices a~d abuse. 
Freshman Katie Doyle posted 
fliers that contained quotes about 
positive self image, a<lvcrtising 
Love Your Body Day. PASE was 
careful to stick to a policy of non-
discrimination when designing 
the fliers. 
'The way we did it was so it 
would reach both males and 
female!,, instead of just quotes 
about females. It was not gender 
bia!,cd," said Doyle. 
Ll!,l fall PASE members chal-
lenged thcmsclvc!-, to make their 
speech gentler-neutral for a day. 
Participants made a tally of every 
time they caught themselves 
using a gendered word. 
The effort was an attempt by 
JOHN SIGMUND/THE ITHACAN 
FRESHMEN RACHEL CLARK (from left), Katie Doyle and Katie 
Karnas take part in a PASE training session to learn how to do direct 
sex education community outreach programs at Ithaca College. 
the group members to learn what 
it is like to he someone who tries 
to hide his or her sexuality for fear 
of persecution and to make the 
group aware of how cngrainc<l 
!-.cxual orientation is in each mem-
ber's mind. 
E<lucating students about peo-
ple\ sexual conccpb is an impor-
tant goal of PASE. 
Sexual conccpb arc people's 
definitions of men :.md women 
and how they should act. Some 
PASE dorm programs arc 
designed to encourage students to 
explore what influence!-., like 
parents and television, 
contributed to their sexual con-
cept!-,. 
"If you don't th111k ahoul 
where you arc [!-,cxually], you're 
in no position to apply the in for-
mation [taught at dorm pro-
gram!,]" Santora !-,aid. 
PASE will post the <late of tlm, 
scmc!,tcr's first program to kick-
off the new !,Ca!,on and attract new 
members. 
Have you or a loved 
one suffered from 
cancer? 
Reception for the opening of the 
"Studies in History" exhibit by David 
Estes 
8· 15 p.m. Faculty Recital-Carol 
McAm1s, Soprano 
• Jan. 27-
If ·so, Accent wou Id 
like to listen to yo.ur 
story. 
Music 
• Jan. 23-
10 a.m. Concerto Competition 
7 p m. Senior Recital-Jamie 
Bernstein, Percussion 
• Jan. 24-
1 p m. Junior Recital-Edward 
4 p.m. Guest Recital-West Point 
Clarinet Quartet 
Theater 
• Jan. 21-
7 p.m. "The Meeting"-crit1cally 
acclaimed play by Jeff Stetson (Racial 
Awareness Series) 
Contact Gretta at 274-1616. 
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Teacher makes learning easier 
BY FRED TOPEL 
Ithacan Staff 
On a Thur~tlay cvc11111g right 
before exam week L11. Griffin ha~ 
,tudcnt, tlecid111g whether to 
,pt:nJ that week on a t:ro!->s-coun-
11 y road tnp or lravcl111g arnund 
l:urnpc. Thi~ exercise in deci,ion 
111al-..ing is typical of C,nffin\ ,lylc 
of lacil1tating learning. 
·Teaching mean, we lt:ach al 
them." Gn ffin ~aid of her 
approach loward~ ,ludcnts. 
··1w11hj facil11a1111g. we learn with 
1hcm and we leach them how lo 
lacihtatc.·· 
Gnftin ha, been dctcrmrned lo 
make learning accessible lo all 
types of !'>ludcnts since she grew 
up 111 an envmmmcnt with narrow 
view!> of education. 
"I think we're stuck in a rut of 
laking three exam,, scnd111g them 
over to the computer center, get-
ting the rc~ults and grades arc 
easy," Gnffin said. "Students ... 
,hould he able to do a paper. a pre-· 
scnlation, volunteer work, take an1 
exam 1f they want. have two dif-/ 
fcrcnt kinds of exams ... Yeah, It's 
more work I for teachers J. hut 
you're able to as,ess what the stu-
Jent is really learnmg." 
Gnffin \ 111tlucnce has pcnne-
atcd the department of 
Therapeutic Recreation and 
Leisure Services where ~he !cach-
e,. Lmda Heyne, a teacher of 
Lci,urc Educatmn, asked Griflin 
to ~peak to her clas~ about meth-
ods of dcci~ion making. 
''From I grade~ I K to 12 we 
have them sit still. learn and 
regurgitate hack the information," 
Griffin said, summan1.ing tradi-
tional teachrng methods. "No 
wonder kids hate school. I wa!'> 
one of those kids who hated 
school." 
Griffin gave the class 12 
options for spending a week off, 
and using diffcre!)t criteria for 
narrowing the choices down, !>lu-
dcnts were able to determine the 
single activity most appropriate 
for them. 
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ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR Liz Griffin (left), an advocate of experimental learning and teaching, 
conducts a class exercise with her students, sophomores Gail Shippee (center) and Seth Ruggles. 
Griffin has overcome Attention 
Deficit Hyperactivity D1,ordcr 
and dyslexia lo earn bachelor of 
science and ma~tcr, degrees at 
Indiana U111vcris1y and a doctor-
ate at the Umvcr"IY of 
Mrnnc,ota. Now ~he is deter-
mined to broaden methods of 
teaching for everyone. 
OUNDS 
iNE 
"For me, learning is learning 
the processes of doing something 
and learning where the resources 
arc." Griffin explained. To her, 
~imply mcmori1.1ng minute data 1s 
not effective in the long term. 
"Within three Lo six months-
and I know that\ a safe thing to 
~ay-the material is gone, 
Griffin continued, '"hut where lo 
go to get the material is still 
there." 
Griffin believes 111 experiential 
learning, where students learn by 
doing. Research has shown that 
infonnation learned this way is 
more likely to stay with a person 
long after school mg. 
'Tm not saying throw out mul-
tiple choice exams," Griffin said, 
"lhutj we could have a student 
who's gonna take a 50 minute 
exam, and they will go through 
the exam 50 percent of the way 
and make ... not an error on 11. But 
because there\ not the other hour 
Billboard's® Top 50 
Compact Discs 
Everyday LOW Prices! 
Ani DiFranco 
ENTIRE CATALOG ON SALE 
'. nm a.~,o,·cc 
Puddle Dive 
Out of Range 
$ 
...,ou9. 
·ct'o\t~ 
Not A Pretty Girl 
Little Plastic Castle · 
99 
CD 
List 
$15.98 
ll 
·r ·-
:t: 
;, 
Up Up Up Up Up Up 
ON SALE THROUGH JANUARY 31ST 
CENTER ITHACA • On The Commons• 277-4766 • Mon-Wed 10·6 • Thurs 10-8 • Fri & Sat 10·6 • Sun 12-5 
FREE PARKING 11111H FURCHASE rti CITY tor &CENTER ITHACA • COMPlETE UST OF SAlE ITEMS ON THE INTERNET • http://www.soundsfine.com 
to finish it ... they get 50 percent, 
which is failing. That's not testing 
what the kid knows." 
Griffin also advocates triad 
learning, where an underachiever, 
a middle achiever and an ovcr-
ad11cvcr would be put into a group 
together. The lower achievers 
learn from their seniors and the 
higher achievers learn hy teaching 
other~. 
Her variety of teaching styles 
has had a mcmorahlc effect on 
Griffin's students. Senior Amy 
Carner has known Griffin for 
many years. 
"She's been not only a teacher 
hut a friend," Carrier said. "She 
reaches out to people and gives so 
much of herscl f. so I much I more 
than people know." 
Griffin hopes advocating alter-
nate teaching methods ~parh 
debate on the Ithaca College cam-
pus. 
"Kids learn differently and 
teachers ~hould teach with a van-
cty of teach mg," Gnflin said. 
Do you wanna 
party like it's 
__ , 1999? 
, .. _,• 
Cl.UH SEHES'l'EllS & D,J UAP'l'AIN liIIU{ 
PllESEN'I' 
.. 
00 fK\ictWM~iMrl~I/ 
. - ~-Tf l'J ~J, f \Y/t pp 
Saturday, Jan. 23 
9 p.m. - close 
Champaign Toast & Countdown 
at Midnight 
18 to Party 
21 to Toast 
Take #2 bus from Gardens, Textor or Towers to 
Semesters door. 
Semesters reminds you not to drink and drive 
, 
i 
!..~ 
, I 
\ 
.... 
- \ 
l' 
16 THI; ITHAC'AN 
a The Nines 
272-1888 
Friday 
Everett Fox 
Band, Scratch 'n' 
Sniff 
Saturday 
Bej 
a ABC Cafe 
277-4770 
Thursday 
Ben Swift Band 
Friday 
Morphology 
Saturday 
Wing Nut 
a The Haunt 
275-3447 
Thursday 
Disco Bicuits with 
Willis 
Friday 
Swing Night with 
Joe Salzano and 
the Blue Devils 
Saturday 
'80s Dance Party 
a common 
Ground 
273-1505 
Thursday 
DJ Joey 
Friday 
DJ's Shari, Joey 
and B111 
Saturday 
DJ Wilson 
• Stella's 
277-8731 
Friday 
Johnny Russo 
Jazz happy hour 
•Rongovian 
Embassy 
387-3334 
Thursday 
Annika Bentley 
Friday 
Jennie Sterns 
with Saint Low 
Saturday 
Sonny Weather 
Ttie boys who were able to "Fly" into the hearts of MTV viewers a~c back with a new CD. Sugar Ray's third album, 
"14:59," sounds more like a combination of the 
talents of Weezer, Alice In Chains and 311 than 
anything that you could have found on its exquis-
ite debut "Lemonade and Brownies." 
With the evolution from hard solid songs like 
"Mean Madune" to the reggae-rap style of"Fly" 
and lhc acoustic angle of "Every Morning," ii is 
clear thal the band who used 10 have a hard edge 
is now as soft as a puppy. ·• 14:59," !he mos! 
diverse of the three albums and least like 1hc 
songs of the past, has a hard time finding a true 
focus. Sugar Ray yet again proves that even 
though ii may have talent as a group, its music 
has a spilt personality that doesn't always work 
on its latest effort. 
"14:59" slarl~ off with a short metal interlude, 
"'New Direction," whi..:h gave me hope for the 
style of it~ old days. But the song abruptly end~ 
making way for Sugar Ray's latest buzz-worthy 
single "Every Morning." Mixing acoustic guiiar. 
vocal harmony and scratches, the song I!> sure to 
he over-played on your local radio station. 
"Every Morning" is deceiving because 11s 
style is u111quc from the rc~t of lhc album, ju~I 
like "'Fly" from the group's last album "Floored." 
The ~ongs "'Fall~ Apart" and "Personal Space 
Invader" both show promise as solid songs. The 
former is a standard rock ballad and the lallcr is 
filled with video game metaphors. 
Using a rap star in a song worked with 
Supcrcat on its last album but fails miserably on 
"Live and Direct," which u~cs KRS-One. Even 
the rap legend can't save this ternblc song. The 
change from using thrashing electric guitars and 
Hollywood jusl can't seem to slay away from serial killers. Every few months another film about a deranged murderer 
on a maniacal rampage arrives al your local the-
ater. Naturally this leads to potential overexpo-
sure for the genre and the que~llon must be 
asked. can anything new he !'>hown to audience:,,"! 
Well, on.: of the lir!'>t major r..:ka,e, ('I 1999, 
··in Dream:,," answers thi~ que,11011 w1tlt a 
re!'>ounding '"y<.:!'>."' Going 111. 1!11, mm·1..: ha~ an 
advantage. beeau!'>e it wa, directed by Neil 
Jmdan. the noted director ol lil111, l1J....: "The 
Crying Game" and "Interview \\/1th the 
Vampire." Jordan 1, known lor lhe many layer-. 
of mystery he lays on h1, work 
So 11's no shock that "In Dream," 1s a bold 
and ,urrcal movie that, ~urpn~mgly, ends up 
doing too good of a joh conveying gloom and 
dc,p,m for 1t!'> own good. "In Dream~" is truly a 
dark and 1wi~1cd Journey that certarnly won't 
leave you ~miling. 
The plot involv~s a woman named Claire 
(Annelle Bening) who lives a scemrngly ideal 
life w11h her husband and young daughter. 
However, Claire 1~ also being plagued by a seric!'> 
of violent nightmare~ about a !'>Cnal killer 1argct-
111g children in lhc area. Through the,e night-
mare!'>, !'>he can actually !',CC the crimes. 
The drearm quickly get stronger and more 
vivid as the killer targets Claire's family, until 
she doesn't need to sleep 10 dream. Naturally this 
can '1 be good for her mental health. So, as 
tragedy ,trike,, Claire suffers a breakdown thal 
only draws her closer into the web of the myste-
riou~ murderer. 
Bening has a meaty part in which she dives 
with full force. Undergoing a breakdown is an 
easy opportunity to overact, but Bening stays in 
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screeches to using acoustic guitar and soft vocab 
is almost disheartening. In some cases, like on 
"Someday," the change works as the lyrics go 
together gracefully with the soft melody. On oth-
en, like "Evcn,Though," which is a strong ,ong, 
the formula seems redundant. 
The album returns lo a po~llivc note with the 
rockabilly punk romp "Aim For Mc," which 
exudes the fun that was evident on every song 
that Sugar Ray put out before this album. 
The tune turns again in a negative direction on 
"Ode to the Lonely Hearted." Oul of all the songs 
on this disc 11 is the mo,t forced. The hand mem-
bers try to show their romantic sensitive ,idc 
with a · 5(b-style ballad that make, it unbearable 
IO listen to. Sugar Ray's apparent slide into a pop 
hand i~ most cv1dcn1 on this track. Agarn thing~ 
pick up with a daaling cover of Steve Miller's 
"Abracadabra," one of the true saving grace~ of 
this mixed bag. 
"Burning Dog" and "Glory" prove the hand 
still has some rock 111 it. Though effective, it 
lacks any of the spark thal was in abundance on 
its debut record. Sugar Ray has proven 1ha1 ii 
loves pumping oul music hut this album seem, 
MOVIE REVIEW 
In Dreams 
Starring Anette Bening, 
Robert Downey Jr., Aidan 
Quinn and Stephen Rea 
Director: Neil Jordan 
,,., ... 1'1111 .... fNll 1 
(1111'11) 114 "'81). , 
contol ,ind leb the hy~lcric, gm; way IO fierce 
detcrmrnation and 1111elligencc. 
But the mo~t interesting work come~ from 
Robert Downey Jr. Commercials for "In 
Dreams" have made no !'>Ccrct ahout his charac-
ter. Therefore, I will not hesitate in revealing 
1ha1 he is the mysterious serial killer, even 
I hough the audience docsn 't sec hi~ face until 
more than an hour into the movrc. 
Downey is one of the more oflhcal actors 111 
Hollywood and that leads to a deep brilliance in 
his performances. Herc the audience can u~c it, 
knowledge of Downey's fight with personal 
<.lemons and sec his extra layer of deplh a, he 
kcc11s the character from becoming another 
clone of Norman Bates. 
The main reason to sec this film is Neil 
Jordan. "In Dreams" is filled with haunting 
images, especially an opening shol of an under-
,ca church. Like a master showman, Jordan lets 
the mystery slowly develop instead of giving 
everything away as fast as possible to get to the 
next slashing. 
Unfortunately, he never allows the dark mood 
to be lifted even a little bit. This movie is so 
JAN.21, 1999 
Black Crowes-
By Your Side 
~~fi 
BY JASON RUGG 
Ithacan Staff 
Like the mythical phoenix, The Crowes 
most recent album, "By Your Side," rises 
from the ashes and brings back the dirt 
and gravel roots rock that propelled the 
band on "Shake Your Moneymaker." 
Following the trippy blues of "Three 
Snakes and a Charm," "By Your Side" is 
determined to smack the listener around. 
Lead singer Chris Robinson delivers his 
vocals with trademark grit. The band is 
solid and the ever present sour singers add 
extra "oomph" to the high points. 
"Kickm' My Heart Around," the first sin-
gle from the album, is top notch Black 
Crowes material, complete with chugging 
rhythms, Jagged attacks, and a· shout cho-
rus that is part revival and part devil dance. 
My favorite track 1s "Horse Head," a 
chunky funk in classic Crowes style with 
some excellent double guitar attacks and 
amazing backup vocals to the wail and 
grind of the rest of the band. 
This release fails a little when the 
groove becomes too spacey and long, and 
some of the Southern fried soul sounds 
burnt. All m all, this is classic Black 
Crowes fare, and "By Your Side" is guaran-
teed to make you shake and swagger. 
premature and nol totally thought oul. 
"14:59" follow~ the weather proverb "oul like 
a lion in like a lamb." It starts out hard and end~ 
gracefully with a ~yn1hcs11.cr polka instrumental 
of "Every Morning'' a~ the ~ccond "New 
Direction" installment. 
Sugar Ray i~ dcfin11cly heading in a "New 
Direction" from its hard ,idc into a pop hand. 
·· I 4:59" is for people who want a lilllc edge on 
their pop hul ii 1s truly not for Sugar Ray fans of 
the past. 
Varsity Blues 
BY GREG FORD 
Ithacan Staff 
When I initially saw previews of "Varsity 
Blues," I thought it looked interesting, but 
the more I learned about it, the more 
cliche it looked. And that's the best word to 
describe it-"cliche." 
Maybe I should have realized that, after 
seeing ii was produced by MTV 
Productions. The characters are cliche, 
including the overweight lineman, the 
stubborn coach (Jon Voight) and the star 
quarterback. It all takes place in a football 
town that treats the players like gods. 
The story also sounds familiar. The 
backup quarterback (James Van Der 
Beek) has to step in and carry the team, all 
the while fighting with his urges to be a 
good kid and worry about school. 
All these chches are what lead to the 
. disappointing nature of the movie. The 
: pep talks, the love interests and the out-
come all have been seen before, and no 
one in the theater talked of being surprised 
after the movie. 
There are good moments, like the 
• syrup drinking Billy Bob, the abuse some 
of the mascots receive and a couple of 
exciting football scenes, but they really 
are not enough to make up for the stuff we 
have already seen. 
relentlessly grim and downbeat 1ha1 audiences 
arc kept at a distance. 
To enjoy this movie would be an impossible 
task because things arc so dark that the normal . 
enjoyment people tend to get from movies is 
unattainable. 
Yet thal doesn't mean that the film shouldn't 
be sought out for the skill brought to what we 
sec on screen. In a world where sugary dreck like 
"Patch Adams" can rule the box office, we ·need 
more movfos like "In Dreams." 
JAN.21, 1999 
New priest opells minds 
BY PETER HINRICHS 
Ithacan Staff 
"I think we're here for a rea-
son, and it's not just to be born and 
to die" said the Rev. Scott 
Kubinski in his sparsely decorated 
new office. 
Kubinski, the new priest at 
Ithaca College, has brought with 
him to the job the desire to get stu-
dents to change the way they think 
about spirituality and about them-
selves. 
"What I would hope to do [ at 
Ithaca College] is to provide, 
either through liturgy or other 
endeavors, opportunities for stu-
dents to explore the spiritual 
aspect of life ... We do a lot with 
the physical, our bodies, with the 
rrnnd, the intellect, the emotions, 
but we don't really do a whole lot 
with the spiritual. Yet, I'm con-
vinced that's just as important, in 
some ways, more important," 
Kubinski said. 
Kubinski's only training for 
the Job at Ithaca College was hold-
ing a substitute chaplain position 
as Cornell University five years 
ago, where he came to love work-
ing with college students. 
That love is being noticed by 
Ithaca College students. 
"He seems like he's very open 
and wants to give back to the 
Catholic Community," junior 
Bryan Rourke said. "He's putting 
a lot of effort in. You can really tell 
[through] his homily and his 
preaching." ,.e 
Junior Jeff Miller said Friar 
Kubinski has the charisma to win 
over the tough college audiencq. 
"He's very enthusiastic," Mill cf 
said. His homilies arc different 
from what one would expect at 
home. 
"He teaches things that stu-
dents can relate to. You get some-
thing out of it," Rourke said. 
Kubinski graduated with a 
Bachelor of Science in 
Psychology from St. John Fisher 
College in Rochester, N.Y. While 
there, he developed friendships 
with seminary students that plant-
ed a seed of interest in the priest-
hood. 
After graduation Kubinski 
worked with mentally challenged 
adults and at a factory, but felt that 
something was missing, he said. 
Thought, prayer and coincidences 
in succession led Kubinski to 
believe God wanted him to attend 
seminary at St. John Fisher 
College. Since being ordained, he 
has worked at four parishes. 
Kubinski said he understands 
what it is like to be a college stu-
dent and have questions about 
God, since he was once one him-
self. 
"It was not always an easy 
journey for me," Kubinski said. "I 
was not happy with a lot of stuff in 
my late teens and 20s, but found 
the answers that I needed. I don't 
have all the answers, but I got a lot 
of answers, and the answers I 
don't have, it's OK. God has 
taught me to be comfortable with-
out sometimes knowing the 
answer ... Life is mystery and we 
don't always understand it and we 
have to learn to live with that. 
College students especially have a 
lot-0f questions about life." . 
Though a Catholic priest, 
Kubinski maintains an openness 
to other religions. 
"Do you have to be a baptized 
Christian in order to expect salva-
tion? No, I don't believe that," 
Kubinski said. "[Other religions] 
too, provide something this world 
just docs not ... I think God pre-
sents himself, herself, in many 
different ways ... not just through 
the Catholic Church ... Each indi-
vidual may discover that one faith 
works best for them." 
Kubinski has open views 
toward homosexuality and its 
relation to faith. He said that he 
believes if homosexuals have 
searched for conclusions to their 
sexuality and are in monogamous 
relationships, he finds nothing 
wrong with them. 
'Tm not quick to condemn," 
he said. "I don't think we fully 
understand all the things of God 
and I think we're still exploring 
things. I certainly believe that ori-
entation makes no difference to 
God in tcnns of love and protec-
tion." 
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THE REV. SCOTT KUBINSKI, the new Catholic priest, encourages 
students to ask questions and seek answers about their religions. 
He wants Ithaca College stu-
dents to pursue a relationship with 
God, and to seek after his purpose 
for their lives. 
"If we have an openness to 
God and are willing to take time 
alpina 
ENERGY X-couNTRY 
SIIP1'KME 
for that relationship, then God 
will reveal himself to us, m God's 
time, not our own time," Kubinski 
said. "God wants us to ask ques-
tions. God wants us to be seek-
ers." 
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TONIGHT In Recognition 0f 
"The King HolidaY":~.,!111811 
Jan. 21, 1999 
What if Malcolm X and Martin 
Luther King Jr. had met before they 
were gunned down just three years 
apart? This intriguing idea is the 
subject of Jim Stetson's critically 
acclaimed play, The Meeting, a pow-
erful drama about the lives, philoso-
phies and times of the two civil 
rights leaders. The Meeting received 
a Louis B. Mayer Award and eight 
1987 NAACP Theatre Awards, and 
has been produced throughout the 
United States and Europe. 
.\ 
"THE ltlEETING" 
Event starts at 7 p.m. in the Emerson Suites at Ithaca College. 
For more information call the Office of Multicultural Affairs at 607-274-1692. 
Sponsored by: Office of Multicultural Affairs 
OIJNDS 
iNE 
Billboard's® Top 50 _ _ ---~9?-* ·~;:~~ 
Compact Discs u~s_;~ -. ~99~ 
Everyday LOW Prices! · '~:~~J 
9 9 John Brown1s Body AMONG THEM 
CD 
Sug. Ret. 
$15.98 
CENTER ITHA(A • Or rt.,! Corcrr,on; • 277-~766 • !,\on-Wed 10·6 • Thurs ·,o-8; Fn & Sat 10-6 • S:n 12-5 
F:E ;~,, ',G ... -~ ;•_::-~.: ',: ~' .:· ~ ::·::: --"=~ . CWPLm UST m SALE 11Et.\S ON THE INTERNET ' !l'~O: ,'>"-'tfl.lOUnd1tine.com 
., ..... . 
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SYRACUS£ 
UNIVERSITY 
SUMMER ABROAD 
Europe , • Asia • Africa 
Australia • South America 
Division of International Programs Abroad 
119 Euclid Avenue 
Syracuse, NY 13244-4170 
1-800-251-9674 
DIPAsum(i}flurnrnail.syr .edu 
http://sumweb.syr.edu/dipatsummer 
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RUBES BY LEIGH RUBIN 
Birdhouses before Indoor plumbing 
"I appreciate your generous offer, 
Mr. Hefner, but I'm afraid we already 
have two bunnies on board." 
1610-L 
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"Sorry I haven~t called In a white, Mom, but I've 
been busy ~s a ... well, you know the story." 
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EMPLOYMENT 
EXCEPTIONAL SUMMER OPPOR-
TUNITY--Camp Wayne, NE PA. 
Counselor Specialists for all 
Land,Water Sports, Golf, Tennis, 
OUtdoor Adventure, Min Biking, 
Rocketry, A & C, Drama, Radio, Video. 
Plfiase call 1-888-549-2963. 
GYMNASTICS INSTRUCTOR TO 
COACH BOYS' GYMNASTICS 
NEEDED FOR SPRING SEMESTER. 
CALL 273-5187. 
SPRING BREAK '991 Cancun, 
Nassau, Jamaica, Mazatlan, 
Acapulco, Bahamas, Cruise, 
Florida, South Padre. Travel free and 
make lots of cash' Top reps are 
offered full-time staff positions. Lowest 
price Guaranteed. Call now for details! 
www.classtravel.com 800-838-6411 
FOR RENT 
3 BEDROOM FURNISHED APART-
MENT with covered parking, on site 
laundry, wall to wall carpeting, spa-
cious rooms, large closets, on bus 
route, starting al $210 per person 
Great location for IC. JAMES E. 
GARDNER, JR 277-3232 OR 
www Iamesgardner.com 
Apts + houses available 8/10/99. 
Kendall Ave- 2,3.4 + 5 bedroom fur-
nished. 11 month lease. Please call 
273-9221 between 8am + 4pm. After 
4pm + on weekends 272-2558. 
APARTMENT: 3 BEDROOM, MOD-
ERN & furnished, 1 1/2 baths, free 
washer/dryer, off-street parking. June 
'99-May '00. 273-3054. 
1,4,5 Bedroom apt close to IC for 
1999-2000 year. Call 272-5647, 273-
5192 or cell 280-3258. 
APARTMENTS FOR NEXT YEAR. 
HUGE SEVEN BEDROOM HOUSE 
downtown. Two kitchens, three bath-
rooms. Three living rooms, all fur-
nished. $340 per person includes all 
utilities. Laundry and parking provid-
ed. Call 387-5897 9am to 9pm . 
THREE BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
downtown. Close to Commons and 
buses Wood floors, nice furniture. 
Laundry. $300 per person includes 
u1tht1es. Call 387-5897 9am to 9pm. 
Belmont Apts. 324 Spencer Rd. Newly 
remodeled, 2 bedroom, off-street 
parking, bus route, no pets, unfur-
nished. $625/mo.+ utilities. Furnished 
$725/mo.+ utilities. 273-5729. 
2 Bedroom house for rent immediately 
for spring semester. Fully furnished at 
255 Coddington Rd. 
Call 272-5647, 273-5192. 
3 bedroom downtown across from 
park. Washer/dryer, off-street panting, 
very large. $690. Call 272-4146. 
114 Hudson St. House for 7 people 
available 6/1/99. 273-3931. 
2 Bedroom overlooking creek near 
Wildflower Walk. Call 272-4146.~ 
4 Bedroom w/ Fireplace near IC. Lots 
of room & hardwood floor. $1300+ utili-
ties. Call 272-4146. Off-street parking, 
washer/dryer. 
3 Bedroom close to IC & Commons. 
$925.00 + utilities. 272-4146. 
3 Bedroom near IC & Downtown. 
Hardwood floor. $885.00. 
Washer/Dryer, Parking 272-4146. 
2 Bedroom with skylight/fireplace 
on Rt.366 in Varna. Available Jan. Pets 
OK. $550 plus electric. 
257-0313. 
Apts. across from Ithaca Falls. 
Available Aug. '99. 2 B.R. plus smaller 
3rd bedroom/den. Includes all plus fur-
niture. 326 E.Falls St. $810. Call for 
appt. 257-0313. 
Grad Complex In Cayuga Heights. 
Studios/separate bedroom and large 1 
bedrooms. Heat included, near shop-
ping and on bus route, close to 
malls. $560-$660. Avail. now and Jan. 
257-0313. 
1999-2000 Duplex, three- or four-
bdrm, furnished, laundry (non-coin), 
parking, balconies. Call 273-8576. 
Hudson Heights Studio Apartments 
has a few openings now. We are , 
renting for Jan. 1 , 1999 and the next 
school year. Studio apartments 
include: bed/living room, kitchen, and 
a full bathroom. The rent includes: 
furniture, heat, electricity, water (hot 
& cold), parking, garbage & recycling 
facility and laundry rooms. Prices 
start at $395/month for one person 
per year. Some short-term leases are 
available. You'll find us just below 
Ithaca College. For an appointment 
call 273-8473 or 272-7271. 
New 3 bedroom. Unique, contempo-
rary design. 2 full baths, private bal-
cony, storage, furnished, energy 
efficient. 2 blocks from Commons, 
favorite IC location. 277-6260 or Mike 
272-8105. 
3-6 bedroom furnished houses. Close 
to IC. Call273-4211. 
College Circle 
Apartments 
TWO, THREE, FOUR & FIVE BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE FOR 1999-2000 
You can sign a lease now, but if you don't 
get off-campus permission by 
Aug. 24, 1999 all deposits are returned!!! 
Call for details 
FURNISHED, FREE PARKING, ON-SITE LAUNDRY 
24-HOUR EMERGENCY MAINTENANCE 
We still have a few apartments and/or rooms available 
for the spring semester 
Next to the Ithaca College Campus 
277-1221 
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Ithacan Classified 
Classified ads: $4 minimum for 4 lines. $1 each additional line. 
Personal ads: $2 minimum for 4 lines. $1 each additional line. 
Add $1 per line for any bold or all .. capital words within the·line. 
Pre-payment is required for Classified advertisements. 
Date(s) to run, ______________ _ 
Category _______________ _ 
Name ___ _,_ ______________ _ 
Address _________________ _ 
Phone __________________ _ 
Ad text (please place one character per space): 
TOWNHOMES-Try a spacious 3-
story townhome just off the Commons 
that includes 3 & 4 bedrooms with free 
panting, free wash/dry, dishwashers, 1 
1/2 baths, patio. 10- or 12-month 
tease. Must see. Call Nick or Gus at 
277-0312 M-F 10a-4p or 273-0553 M-
Sat 6p-9p. 
Furnished apt. Walking distance to 
IC. 272-1115. 
South Hill- 38R Townhouse, balcony, 
patio, hardwood and carpeted floors. 
1 1 /2 baths, washer/dryer, trash 
removal and FREE parking. 257-1725 
SERVICES 
Going To Live Off-Campus? Want to 
find the perfect place? Don't settle 
for less! Housing Solutions will 
match you with the perfect place! 
Housing Solutions 103 Dryden Rd. 
272-6091: www.housingsolutions.com. 
SPRING BREAK 
CANCUN,BAHAMAS,PANAMA 
CITY. Get FREE PARTIES AND 
DRINKS with USA Spring Break! Call 
1-888-777-4642 to book your tnp 
today! 
SPRING BREAK '99. Largest selec-
tion of Spnng Break Destinations, 
including Cruises! Foam parties, Drink 
Specials and Club Admissions. Group 
Discounts and Free Trips available. 
Epicurean Tours 1-800-231-4-FUN. 
SUBLET 
GREAT DEAL, N.Triphammer, 3 bed-
room apt, choice of furnished/unfur-
nished, worth to see $530. Call 
(888)-342-5898 ext.3939 
Sublet Spring '99-1 room in 3 per-
son apt, $315/mo includes utiht,es, 
322 S.Geneva, females only, please 
call 272-6969. 
SPRING-SUMMER, 1999: Modern, 
clean, 1 bdrm, perfect for single, 
couple, furnished, incl. fireplace, 
patio, skylight, dishwasher. 1 mi. 
from IC. $600 or best offer. Call 273-
6627. 
Spring '99 Sublet. 1 BR Circle apt. 
borders IC campus. R~nt negotiable. 
Call Dave 273-1295. 
Bedroom available to responsible 
student to share with 2 females. . 
$200 mo+utilities. Available 1/1/99-
6/1/99. (607)273-9616. 
James E. 
REAL 
Gardner 
ESTATE 
Jr. 
A.. a;:rea,-fiep 
•e:l.eetio.n. o:I 
E&pE&:.rftme.n.-,-. In "l;he 
I"l;ha£eE& E&.rea, 
Collegetown 
Downtown 
Lake Front 
South Hill 
Efficiencies to eight-bedroom houses 
Furnished and unfurnished 
Quality units at affordable prices 
24-hour maintenance services 
277-3232 
4.II 1W. T:i.oe,:a M-t;ree1; 
www.jamesgardner.co~ . 
Deliver by 5 p.m. Monday to: 
.:ftre Ithacan 
Ithaca College 
269 Park Hall 
Ithaca, NY 14850-7258 
Phone: (607) 27 4-3208 
FAX: (607) 274-1565 
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HEAD COACH Christine Pritchard speaks to her players during a timeout against Elmira Jan.12. The Bombers won 68-57. The 
win wa~_her 202nd al Ithaca College. Pritchard recently announced her resignation as head coach lo pursue learning jujitsu. 
Bouncingt 
Milestone victory 
overshadowed 
•• 
by departure 
BY RICK MATTISON 
Ithacan Staff 
Move over Bruce Lee, here 
comes Christine Pritchard. 
Pritchard, the women's bas-
kethall coach the last 14 seasons, 
announced her resignation effec-
tive at season's end. The news 
comes just over a month after she 
won her 200th career game for 
Ithaca at Clarkson 60-50. 
Pritchard will head to southern 
California lo pursue learning the 
martial art of jujiL,;u. 
"It is a mid-life celebration," 
Pritchard said. "I just have the 
feeling that I need some freedom. 
I may coach in the future, right 
now I just need a breather. I need 
a rest." 
Senior guard Jen Cotton sup-
ports Pritchard's decision to head 
west. 
"She has to do what she is 
interested in," Cotton said. "She 
should do what she wants to-do." 
T 
That is exactly what she will 
do. She will reside in Encinitas, 
Calif. where she will.study under 
' " Dan Zan Ryu. Pritchard said his 
style is popular in California 
, . 
where there are good instructors 
and larger clubs. 
She be_gan studying judo in 
1974 a!ld' studied jujitsu under 
Sensei Lonnberg at Cornell in 
1992. She hegan her 
own cluh in 1995. 
During her 
tenure at Ithaca, she 
also coached some 
basketball, compiling 20 I wins, 
including last seasqn 's school-
record 22. Her team won the New 
York State Women's Collegiate 
Athletic Association and Easterp 
College Athletic Conference 
Upstate New York titles last sea-
son. Under Pritchard's gu'idance, 
the Bombers have ~.91 finished 
below .500 the last IO seasons. 
Senior forwaril Jenn Colby 
said the resignation has not 
played a major factor in the way 
the team approaches the season. 
She also said she has grown 
under Pritchard. 
_ "I have become a better play- · 
er," Colby said. "I learned a lot 
about myself from her. She has 
caused me to take more responsi-
bility for me. She believes in her 
players." 
Colby said the news came as a 
shock to her, but some players 
said they saw the move coming. 
Pritchard said she turned in 
her resignation at the time she.did 
so the school would have enough 
time for the hiring process which 
is scheduled to begin on Feb. I. 
The school will conduct the 
national search which accompa-
nies all hir-
ings. 
T!'fe announce-
1µtnt of Pritchard's 
departure comes in 
the midst of her 200th 
victory. Pritchard was 
not aware of the milestone 
until she was one win away. 
She said she did not devote any 
more tinie to winning her 200th 
than her I 99th win. 
"[Win 200] gave me time to sit 
down and reflect on my journey," 
she said. "So much was made of 
it by the media." 
Pritchard will leave Ithaca 
with the most wins by a women's 
basketball coach, but she said she 
will leave with much more than 
just that. 
"The community has been a 
positive place for a lot of good 
things to happen," she said. ''I'll 
he sad to leave Ithaca and will 
probably search for another 
Ithaca for the rest of my life." 
She said a return to coaching 
in the future is a possibility. But 
for now basketball will take a 
backseat as her devotion to mar-
tial arts becomes the focus of her 
life. 
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DidYo~ 
W mming 
has y an average 
of 50-ts this season. 
~Pie_SS 
Box 
Kristin 
Muesnzen 
Spor~ 
Columnist 
Bad Politics 
A trip to the hatting cages dur-
mg hreak reaffirmed my idea of 
what is wrong with youth sport~ 
today: adults who selfishly run the 
games and forget ahout the player~ 
and the experience . 
I had no sooner given the cage 
lo a younger ~ofthall player, when 
her ovcrly-enthu~ed father intro-
duced him~clf a~ the coach of a 
local travel softball team com-
prised of 14 and 15 year olds . 
Immed1atcly, he launched into 
his plans for the summer-a mini-
mum of eight tournaments. That 
was followed by a rundown of his 
players, and how they didn't know 
the game and cost the team win~ 
on numerous occasions. Then, 
looking at his daughter, he noted 
that "a .139 career hitter doesn't 
have much time to waste." 
"Well, it's true that some kids 
don't know the game," I admitted, 
"but really, there has to he some 
teaching effort." 
His only response was to blame 
player shortcomings on past 
coaches or teams. But if someone 
doesn't teach sometime, when arc 
the players going to learn? 
Ahove all, the game is the hest 
teacher, and too many adults try to 
mechanize players at a young age 
without giving them the chance to 
learn on their own. Too often, these 
youth teams hecome a political 
machine instead of a learning expe-
rience. If you ever went to a game, 
you might wonder who had more at 
stake-the players or the coaches. 
Youth leagues and their coach-
es do serve important purposes; 
similarly, coaches at higher levels, 
like here al Ithaca College, should 
run their programs as they choo~e. 
But a college team is a far cry from 
14-year-olds in the summer who 
have wrongly heen "in the system" 
since they picked up a hall. 
It is about the players and learn-
ing the game. ll is not about hunt-
ing for that preadolescent 
superstar, forcing a child to play or 
selfishly being the one who can 
"make or break" a player's future. 
All done by parents and coaches. 
So why atn I telling you this? 
Because many of us will he par-
ents. Because this college ha~ a 
physica~ education major with 
future coaches. 
Don't he the one who takes the 
fun out of the games. Don't make it 
a p_olitical war between parents and 
coaches who think they "know" 
~hat's best, all the while forgetting 
that it really is about the kids. 
I know I wanted to be at the 
, batting cages that morning. I know 
that coach wanted to be there. 
I wish I could say the same 
about his daughter. 
'\. 
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National champions fall in opener 
BY KIM SEBASTIAO 
Ithacan Staff 
Preparation takes time, and 
cxperiem:e comes with that time. 
The Bombers' gymnastics team 
learned that lesson in its 176.3-
167 .675 loss to Springfield at 
home Saturday. 
at a later point in the season." 
Sophomores Stacey Coleman 
and Erin Kahler placed high in 
their events. Bouncing back from 
a fall on the vault, Coleman tied 
for first on the balance beam and 
on the uneven bars. Kahler placed 
fourth on both the vault and the 
floor exercise. 
our outlook at all," Coleman said. 
"It's early in the season and 
Springfickl is a tough team to 
open up against." 
Although' .these first meet 
scores arc rcspee{ablc, the team is 
expecting for them Jo increase. 
La~t season, the Blue and Gold 
llipped, jumped, swung and 
hurled itself to the national title 
whtle Springfield's run fiztled 
early as they placed fifth in the 
nation. Head coach Rick Suddahy 
is not panicking, though. 
Ithaca is looking to its meet 
versus Cortland on Wednesday to 
help boost its confidence. 
"I think as the season moves 
on, and we start winning meets, 
we will become more confident," 
Kahler said. 
"The mistakes made were 
'first meet' mistakes," Suddaby 
said. "There is no doubt in my , 
mind that by the end of the 'season 
we will be a strong, competitive 
team." 
There is a feeling of disap-
pointment, but along with that, 
there is a sense of a wake-up call. LORYN KLEVENO/ THE CAYUGAN FRESHMAN TIFFANY BURNS competes in the floor exercise In the 
Ben light Gymnasium Saturday. Springfield won 176.300-167.675. "Springfield was more ready 
and heller prepared than we 
were," Suddaby said. "But philo-
sophically we're looking to peak 
The sense of urgency that 
comes with a season-opening loss 
has not accompanied this defeat. 
"I don't think it will change 
'The loss helped let us know 
where we're at, what we have 10 
do and what our competition is," 
freshman Jocelyn Genoa said. 
Ithac<) looks to do just that in 
its meet against Cortland on 
Wednesday at 7 p.m. in the Ben 
Light Gymnasium. 
Men leave RPI Invitational unscathed 
BY MEREDITH JORGENSEN 
Ithacan Staff 
After three weeks of douhle-~cssion 
practices and eight days of intense training 
m Florida, the men's swimming and diving 
team unproved its record to 9-2 after an 
undefeated weekend. Ithaca left the RPI 
Henry Kumpf Invitational with victories 
against Rensselaer, Le Moyne, New Paltz, 
Cortland and Vassar. 
"This meet wa~ definitely a turning point 
in the season," head coach Kevin 
Markwardt said. 
Individual Bomher wins mcluded fresh-
man Dave Balta, who won the 200-yard 
freestyle ( I :47.11) and the 200-yard butter-
fly (2:01 .78), freshman Mike fapcr, who 
finished with a time of 49.46. in the I 00-
yard freestyle, sophomore Ryan Spencer in 
the 200-yard backstroke (2:02.84) and 
junior Rob Finne in the 200-yard breast-
stroke (216.35). 
In relays, the Bombers took first m the 
400-yard medley relay with Spencer, Finne, 
Balta and freshman Jim Mahjoubian finish-
mg in 3:41.94, one second ahead of second-
place Rensselaer. 
Amidst the liercc training, fatigue was 
something the team had to be aware of. 
lnter!1t d In 1t i,ln 1~ro1~? 
There are hundreds of programs 
worldwide, and- the Office of 
International Programs can help you pick 
a program that meets your academic 
and personal needs and interests. Make 
an appointment with the Coordinator of 
Study Abroad to learn more about study, 
work and volunteer options overseas. 
Office of International Programs 
214 Muller Faculty Center 
274-3306 
Markwardt managed to work in a few inte- ·,. team of 16 swimmers really pulled together. 
gral days of rest into the swimmer's schcd- This ~cason's squad 1s its smalle~t in recent 
ule to heighten a positive mental attitude years. 
among them. "The toughe~t man win~." Oriska said. 
"We were really well prepared," "It is a mental hattlc.'" 
Markwardt said. "The person who wins at The team is looking to carry its positive 
this meet is the one that mentally wants it the mental attitude to the meet on Saturday. 
most." The Blue and Gold will take lo the pool 
While conditioning for the dual meets is against Gcne~eo on Saturday and expect to 
the team's utmost concern, the Upper New have a challenge on their hands. The Blue 
York State Swimming Association meet Knights defeated the Bombers 138-96 la~t 
looms in the future. season. 
"The state meet 1s in the back of every- "It will be a tough meet," Balta antici-
one's mind," Markwardt ~aid. pates. "We're just going to have to battle it 
Junior co-captain Andy Oriska said the the whole way." 
Veah,we"re 
looking for a 
gym.Why 
Courtside? 
That"s easy. At 
Courtalde you 
can workout 
when you want. 
Your friends are here. 
Courtalde is the 
kind of gym 
you're used to. 
A friendly staff who know 
what they're doing. 
One location - everything you need. 
Oh, and one more thing ... Join 
with a friend for only 
aourtside 
each!n 
Pine Tree Road, 
across from East 
Hill Plaza 
lRacquet and Fitness Oub 
~ 277-0200 · http://wordpro.com/Courtside 
Must show valid student ID. Single student member_ship is $129 
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Team drives past Soaring .Eagles" 
Shooting 
percentage 
keys victory 
BY KEVIN COHEN 
Ithacan Staff 
The Ithaca College men's bas-
ketball team opened its league 
play with an 84-70 defeat of 
Elmira at the Ben Light 
Gymnasium Jan. 12. The win 
came at the heels of consecutive 
losses. Ithaca (4-5) won by shoot-
ing an astounding 61 percent from 
the floor. 
The Blue and Gold started 
:-,trongly going on an 11-0 run 
early in the first half to take a 13-3 
lead, with sophomore point guard 
John Lyons scoring seven of the 
points. Lyons finished the game 
with career highs in both points, 
21, and assist~, seven, while 
shooting eight for IO from the 
floor, including three for four from 
three point land. 
"We knew going into the game 
they were a real good team, real 
athletic," Lyons said. "We made a 
big run in the beginning of the 
game that helped us out. 
Everybody played really well and 
unselfishly and we shot really well 
from the field." 
The Soaring Eagles ( 1-10) 
marched back going on a 12-0 run 
of their own to take a 15-13 lead 
with 10 mmutc!-\ remaining in the 
half. Kcvm Pr\?udfoot led the 
surge for Elmira finishing with 12 
points, seven rebounds and four 
assists. The Bombers followed the 
Soaring Eagles' run with a 10-0 
run giving the Bombers a 23-15 
lead they would never lose again. 
"Any league game is impor-
tant, hut especially all of your 
league games at home," said 
:-,cnior forward Brendan Killeen, 
who contributed to the victory 
with six points and five rebounds 
in 23 minutes of play. "It's tough 
when you go on the road. This 
weekend we go up to Rochester 
and play two league games. It is 
really important you get all of 
your home wins and try to pick up 
one or two here or there on the 
road." 
SUZIE O'ROURKE/THE ITHACAN 
SOPHOMORE POINT GUARD John Lyons slashes to the basket in Ithaca's 84-70 win over Elmira Jan. 
12. He earned career highs with 21 points and seven assists. He averaged 11 points a game last season. 
Entering the half up 37-23, the 
Blue and Dold simply had to hold 
on to the lead to get the victory. 
Elmira cut into the lead making it 
64-59 with eight minutes remain-
ing, hut the play of junior center 
Jamie Darwish and junior guard 
Pat Britton helped the Bombers 
increase the lead back up to dou-
hie digits, on their way to the vic-
tory. 
"It was very important to win 
our first [league] game, coming 
off of a disappointing weekend in 
the tournament," Britton said. 
"We really needed a win. We 
knew Elmira had a 1-9 record but 
we knew they had one of the 
leagues most talented teams. We 
knew what we were up against.It 
was a really good win for us." 
Darwish and Britton combined 
for 14 of the team's final 20 points 
in the second half. Darwish fin-
ished with IO points in just 19 
minutes of play and Britton fin-
ished with 23 points ( 18 in the sec-
l!l.l!l 
SUZIE O'ROURKE/THE ITHACAN 
JUNIOR GUARD Pat Britton 
shot five for seven from the foul 
line and had 18 points In the 
second half, 23 for the game. 
ond halt), five rebounds and four 
assists. Ryan Bennett led the 
Soaring Eagles with 21 points, 
shooting six for 13 from three 
point range. 
"[Elmira] is pretty athletic as a 
group of people," Killeen said. 
"Their record was 1-9 at the Lime 
when they played us. I think they 
arc a better team and a more ath-
letic team than a normal 1-9 teum 
should be. I think they arc going 
to open some eyes pretty soon. 
They arc not that bad. It was a big 
win." 
The Bombers played m the 
Pittsburgh-Bradford Tournament 
from Jan. 9-10. Ithaca lost both 
games, 89-73 against Tcikyo-Post 
and 69-68 in overtime against 
Clarkson. Britton led Ithaca in 
scoring, averaging 15.5 points in 
the two games. 
Ithaca played Kcuka at home 
Wednesday but the score was 
unavailable at press time. The 
Blue and Gold will go on a three-
game road trip this week starting 
with RIT on Friday, Nazareth on 
Saturday, and will finish the week 
at St. John Fisher on Tuesday. 
i i sP,IN<i AND SU/t\Me, s,eAK! ! i i EVERYTHING FOR YOUR ROOM! i I I CANCUN!! ONLY $499 · 101AL ~ ; 
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T Bamboo Blinds Available in 
matchstick ·or tortoise shell 
From $11.95 
T 100% Cotton Tapestries & 
Rugs 
Made in India ... perfect for wall 
hangings, bedspreads, and curtains 
From $14.95 
T Posters 
Humorous, Anne Geddes, 
music groups, 
movies and more 
From $2.95 
T Waterbeds 
Mattresses and heaters 
From $59.95 
T Rice Paper Lanterns 
Assorted colors 
and sizes 
From $5.95 
,.- Unique Gifts 
Classic Pooh, Harmony 
Kingdom, frames, 
candles 
From $5.95 
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Grand f o~ Colby overshatloWed by defeat 
BY JOHN DAVIS • 
Ithacan Staff 
So far, 1999 has heen an illus-
trious end for senior forward 
Jenn Colby's hrilliant career. She 
won EAA player of the week the 
first two full weeks this year. 
Tuesday, she hecame Ithaca 
Col legc 's fifth member of the 
1,000 point club. 
· I'm glad it's over," Colby 
!'.aiJ. "It was nice to do, hut I was 
nwrc 111tercsted in winnrng the 
g .. unc." 
Colby is one of ~1x seniors 
who arc trying to wrn 20 game~ 
for the third consecutive sea~on, 
a feat never accomplished III the 
program's 33-year history. 
··we were all rooting for 
Colby," said senior guard 
Shannon Cotton who scored I 0 
points against William Smith. 
"We knew she was going to get 
!her 1,000th point). so I don't 
think it affected our focus." 
Immediately after Colby gave 
the Bombers (5-6) a 10-8 lead 
with her 1,000th point at 
the 16:05 mark of the first half, 
the Heron~ went on a 21-2 run 
over the next four minutes to 
take control. At halftime, 
William Smith was leading by 26 
points. From there, they cruised 
to a 91-61 victory over Ithaca 
"It's important for everyone 
to ~tep-up and play defense." 
said freshman guard Beth Gilbert 
.,_.., 
..,._. 
SUZIE O'ROURKE/THE ITHACAN 
FRESHMAN GUARD Beth Gilbert looks to pass the ball while covered by Elmira senior guard Janna 
Cunningham. The Bombers prevailed beating the Elmira Soaring Eagles for the first time in four years. 
who led the Bombers in scoring 
with 12 point~. "We need more 
intensity, talking and just [need 
to) have energy." 
Senior guard Jen Cotton post-
ed team-highs with 12 points and 
four assists. 
"We let their defense get to 
us," Jen Cotton said. "They came 
out and shot _very well." 
Senior forward Mollie 
Masten led all Heron scorers 
with 16 points. Masten 's eight 
rebounds also was a team high. 
Other top scorers for William 
Smith' included junior guard 
Liz Brown with 14 points and 
senior forward Liz Masten with 
10 points. 
Ithaca was held to 35 percent 
shooting in the game, while the 
Herons were able to shoot 52 
percent. 
Free throw !-.hooting was 
another weakness for Ithaca. The 
Blue and Gold hit only 50 per-
cent of Its free throws, while the 
Achoo!!! Cold or Flu? 
Maybe it's time to vigit .... 
Herons converted on 75 percent 
of their attempts from the charity 
stripe. Leading Ithaca's poor 
shooting from the line was 
Colby, who shot two of eight one 
game after hitting 11 or 12 free 
throws. 
Jan. 12, the Bombers hosted 
Elmira (9-3), who entered the 
game ranked 23rd in the 
Columbus Multimedia National 
Poll. 
Led hy Colby, who tallied 
career-highs with 25 points and 
17 rebounds against the Soaring 
Eagles, the Blue and Gold won 
its league opener 68-57. Colby 
also posted game highs with four 
assist!-> and two steals. 
Jen Cotton scored 13 poinh 
and added three assists for the 
Bombers against Elmira while 
junior forward Shari Wilkins tal-
lied 11 points and 12 rebounds. 
Dec. 12, Ithaca knocked off 
Clarkson to improve to 3-3, hut 
of more hi~toric significance, the 
win was head coach Christine 
Pritchard's 200th victory. Les~ 
than a month later, Pritchard 
announced her retirement, effec-
tive at the end of the season. 
The Bombers play two league 
games and a non-leagu:: game in 
the next week. They travel to 
RIT on Friday and Nazareth on 
Saturday. Tuesday, Ithaca hosts 
St. John Fisher at the Ben Light 
Gymnasium. The game begins at 
6p.m. 
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Outreach 
Primal"J Care 
Referral Services 
Infirmary Care 
STD Testing 
Birth Control and Gyn Exams 
Counseling 
Aller~ Injections 
Medication Room 
X-RAY 
Laboratory Monitoring Med-I-Car 
Flu Vaccines 
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From chaJDpions·to spectators 
BY JAY MILLER 
Editor in Chief 
They arc the closest of 
friends--classmates, roommates 
and teammates. But when it came 
to ending th(?ir Ithaca College and 
lifelong competitive gymnastics 
careers, Liz Horne and Lindsey 
Mazer did so'for different reasons. 
One wanted to go out on top, the 
other did. One stepped away 
because of conflict, the other 
because the time was right. 
Liz Home competed in gym-
nastics fur 16 years. Afto/.. win-
ning the National Collegiate 
Gymnastic sAss oc i at ion 
Championship in March, her plan 
to stop competing was affinned. 
She fought injuries and mishaps, 
but achieved the highest level in 
team gymn~tics when the 
Bombers won the national title. 
She wears the ring as ~ reminder 
of the team championship and her 
individual top- JO finish on beam. 
Lindsey Mazer holds four of 
five Bomber gymnastics records. 
She is a two-time All-American 
and the reigning Ithacan Athlete-
of-the-Year. Last season, as a 
sophomore, she was the all-
around national champion, solidi-
fying her as one of the best 
gymnasts in Division III history. 
Without her, Ithaca would not be 
champion. She has not wom the 
blue and gold or spoken with her 
former coach since March. 
Horne goes out on top 
JAY MILLER/THE ITHACAN 
JUNIOR LINDSEY MAZER did not return to the Bomber gymnastics team this season. She thought 
about changing schools, but it was easier to stay at Ithaca and her parents didn't want her to relocate. 
Conflict with coach, Mazer leaves 
BY JAY MILLER 
Editor in Chief 
At the end of the national championship week-
end, as her I 5 teammates and three coaches 
embraced in the center of the Rhode Island College 
gym, Lindsey Mazer cried alone on the bleachers. 
"I don't think I will ever compete again," said 
Ithaca College's most highly-decorated gymnast 
ever. "[My life] as a gymnast is over." 
Lindsey Mazer's Ithaca College gymnastics 
career was one of c_ontinuous accolades and success, 
but it also mcluded conflict. 
At the beginning of the 1997-98 season, problems 
between her and 14-year Bomber coach Rick 
Suddaby created a situation Mazer said left her off 
the team's'roster after try-outs last fall. She said she 
was reinstated after others on the team spoke with 
the coach. Suddaby said he considers it a personal 
coaching matter, but said, "We had some things to 
iron out to have a workable relationship." 
Mazer said her objective last season was to prove 
to Suddaby he couldn't win a title without her. 
Senior co-captain Judy Skupsky said the team 
knew Mazer was done before the championship. 
"Everyone knew," she said. "You could tell in the 
gym. I was sad, but I understand her reasons. She 
thought about it a lot." 
Mazer cited lack of improvement due to poor 
coaching and spotty equipment as the problems she 
encountered with Ithaca College gymnastics. 
"It was two years of a waste of time. [It] basical-
ly upset me more than anything. I didn't really enjoy 
it here ever. It was too different from home. I didn't 
like the coaches ... If I don't get better, I don't have 
fun." 
"She never was happy here-never liked the help 
we gave her," Suddaby said. "It was never enough. 
It's a shame, because-I like Lindsey a lot. She broke 
records and set history. I saw her improve as a gym-
nast here. It wasn't about being liked or appreciat-
ed-it was about her getting better." 
But Mazer said she got nothing out of the experi-
ence except "good friendships." 
She refuses to wear her national championship 
ring, saying, "There's no reason to wear [it]. I wasn't 
really all that happy to win the national champi-
onship. I knew it was going to be my last meet." 
She considered transferring, possibly to a 
Division I program. 
"I like Ithaca, but wish gymnastics was different 
here," Mazer said. 'Tm glad I got to experience it. 
But it wasn't the right thing for me." 
Suddaby said he thinks Mazer felt ignored 
because of differences in coaching styles. 
"She didn't get all the specific direction that she 
used to get," Suddaby said. "The things she did here 
were different than the things she did before she 
came to college. She was coached in a very specific 
manner-she was told what to do, when to do it, how 
many times ... 
"I use a very educational phase and teach kids 
how to train," Suddaby said, "instead of me yelling 
and whipping and all the things coaches are sup-
posed to do. It's just not my style." 
Skupsky said the problem was a situation where 
two people cannot work well together. 
"Rick and Lindsey just had two different ways of 
doing things," Skupsky said. "His coaching style 
and her training style didn't mix." 
Mazer said she likes the man, but not the coach. 
"[Rick's] a good person, but he's not a good 
coach," Mazer said. 
BY JAY MILLER 
Editor in Chief 
Ithaca College head coach 
Rick Suddaby has had athletes 
end their careers before gradua-
tion, the most notable being Amy 
Appler '91. He called her "the 
most talented kid this program 
has ever seen," though she only 
competed her junior year. 
Applcr helped coach during 
her freshman and sophomore 
years due to a knee injury. She 
competed junior year and got 
engaged the summer before her 
senior year and did not compete. 
Liz Horne made her decision 
not to compete at the end of the 
season. She told only her room-
mate, Lindsey Mazer. 
"I'd decided if we won nation-
als that would he my last meet-
that would be it," she said. "I was 
just ready to be done. I'd done 
gymnastics for 16 years." 
This season's co-captain, 
senior Judy Skupsky, said the 
team didn't find out about 
Horne's decision until late last 
spring. Skupsky said the news 
trickled out after Horne talked to 
the coach. 
Horne informed Suddaby of 
her decision at the end the year. 
"I made it a point to tell Rick," 
Horne said. "We were in tears in 
his office when I told him. [But I I 
made the right decision for me." 
Though she· d made up her 
mind, the coach wished she 
would have ~tayed. 
"It would be easier ifl thought 
it was the best thing for her," 
Suddahy said. "You hate to sec a 
kid that's on the verge of making 
the jump to the next level and 
stop. She wasn't at the top yet." 
But Horne needed to qmt. The 
time was right, she said. 
"It was closure for me,'' ~he 
said. "I received my ring and 
!being a national champion! 1s a 
feeling I can't obtain again." 
Horne described athletes who 
win, but end their careers at less 
than their best. She didn't want to 
be one of them. 
She stepped away at the pin-
nacle of team success, and now 
works as a waitress and spends 
extra time on her physical thera-
py studies. She said she will feel 
disappointed for the next year 
and a half, but good about what 
she _did as part of the team. 
Suddaby said Mazer did get better, ~dding sever-
al components to her routines and consistently 
improving during her two-year career at Ithaca. 
"The transition was difficult for her and I think I 
just caught the raw end of that deal," Suddaby said. 
JAY MILLEMHE ITHACAN 
LIZ HORNE perfonns on beam at the ECAC meet In February 1998. 
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SENIOR DARA PORTERFIELD works on her backstroke during practice Monday. She placed first 
in the 1 OD-yard freestyle and second in the 200-yard freestyle In Saturday's meet at WIiiiam Smith. 
Women drown 
50th straight foe 
Division III 
dominance 
continues 
BY JUSTIN VOLDMAN 
Ithacan Staff 
The women's swimming and 
diving team returned to action 
with a 130-107 win over 
Di vision II LcMoyne and a 151-
71 win over William Smith 
Saturday. With three weeks of 
double practices without com-
petition, the Bombers were able 
to continue their stellar season. 
The Blue and Gold set a new 
school record, winning their 
20th straight dual meet and 50th 
consecutive win over Division 
lil competition. 
"The meet this weekend was 
a nice change," head coach 
Paula Miller said. "We can tell 
[the team] has come off a hard 
three weeks of training because 
they didn't have the stroke rate 
or the speed yet." 
Senior co-captain Renee 
Helbok set pool records in the 
200-yard freestyle ( I :54.67) and 
the 500-yard freestyle (5:06.20). 
Her time in the 500-yard 
freestyle was the second fastest 
time recorded in the country. 
Both times also qualified her for 
the NCAA National Meet. 
The team placed first against 
both squads in seven of 13 
events and IOok the top three 
places in both the I 00- and 200-
yard freestyle. Senior Dara 
Porterfield placed first in the 
I 00-yard freestyle (56.28) and 
second in the 200-yard freestyle 
(2:03.19). The 200-yard 
freestyle relay ofHclbok,junior 
Jenn Souder, senior Ruth Vcslcr 
and Porterfield placed first in 
1:54.94. 
"It wasn't one of my best 
times but I'm not unhappy 
about it because we're all really 
broken down now," Porterfield 
said. "I usually swim my fastest 
at states." 
Sophomore divers Emily 
SchweitLer and Melissa 
DeLofli turned in their he~t per-
formances of the year, placing 
first and second rcspccti vely 
against William Smith on the 
one- and three-meter dives. 
Schweitzer's 195.35 points on 
the three-meter dive also earned 
her a second-place finish 
against LeMoync. 
"We were pretty slow at the 
heginning of the year hecause 
we didn't even have a [diving) 
coach right away," Schweitzer 
said. "Having a coach and hav-
ing time to practice definitely 
helped us. We needed that." 
The team now shifts phases 
and will begin to focus more on 
speed and technique in prepara-
tion for the state meet next month. 
Miller said the team is ballling 
minor injuries and illnesses and 
wants to keep them healthy. 
"We've done what we have 
to do," Miller said. "Now we 
just have to cut everything 
down proportionately." 
The Blue and Gold race on 
Sa~urday at Genesco. Last sea-
son the Bombers defeated the 
Blue Knights 145-93. 
WELCOME IACI( 
AS THE TEMPEIATUIES DROJ), 
KEEP YOUI SJI/RnS HIGH! 
JOIN US FOR: 
SUNDAY WORSHIP: 11:30 a.m. 
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WEONESOAYSAT 10 p.111. 
RETREAT: ON EAGLES WINGS 
JAN. 29-30 AT CASOWASCO RETREAT CENTER 
CALL 214-3103 FOR MORE /IIFORMATIOII OR TO REGISTER 
THE PROTESTANT COMMUNITY AT IC 214-3115 
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Wrestling splits 
matches with 
ranked teams 
BY DEVON DAMS-O'CONNOR 
Ithacan staff 
The wrestling team grappled its 
way to a 2-2 decision with 11 other 
nationally-ranked teams last 
weekend at the 1999 Budd 
Whitehill Division III National 
Dual Championship at Lycoming. 
The Bombers (6-2), ranked I 7th in 
the nation, faced Springfield and 
Loras, ranked seventh and fifth 
respectively. 
there. We beat some of the teams 
that were ranked above us." 
The Bombers placed first at the 
PeQ_nsylvania/New York Duals 
Jan. 7 and Jan. 8 after winning 
three of their four matches in the 
first meet of the semester. 
Sophomore Tom Hall ( 133 ), 
Martinez ( 141 ), sophomore Carlos 
Restrepo ( 125) and senior Dan 
Butler ( 174) all went undefeated at 
the meet. The success was attrib-
uted partially lo 
Sophomore 
Ryan Ciotoli 
went undefeat-
ed for the meet 
at 157 pounds, 
including a 5-2 
decision over 
Springfield's 
Craig Vcdrani, 
ranked sixth 
nationally. 
Sophomore 
Brett Bakcly 
tallied his third 
pin of the sea-
son at 184 
pounds. 
Despite these 
'' We're coming 
down to the end of the 
the time off dur-
ing the winter 
break. 
season, so we're 
starting to pick up the 
intensity a little bit in 
preparation for the 
qualifiers and the 
national tournament. 
Now it's getting down 
to crunch time.'' 
CHUCK MARAGIOGLIO 
"The rest over 
vacation helped 
a lot in regaining 
strength and it 
gave a lot of 
guys a chance to 
heal because we 
were a little 
banged up com-
ing out of last 
scmc!>tcr," 
Mamgioglio said. 
"Plus it wa~ our 
first competition 
of the second 
positive points _ _ _ ___ ~-~~~~C>r _c~-~§l_p_t~i!1 ~cmcstcr so we 
were a little and a strong 
showing at Lycoming the previous 
weekend, the team as a whole was 
disappointed with the outcome of 
the meet. 
"We had a big win last week," 
senior co-captain Chuck 
Maragioglio said. "This past 
weekend was a little hit of a let 
down for us though. We. were 
expecting to do really well m this 
tournament and we heat the team 
that won it last weekend. We were 
looking forward to a strong show-
ing, hut it's something that we 
have to just go on from there, learn 
from it." 
The Blue and Gold had higher 
expectations for the team's capa-
bilities based on previous 
encounters with the teams in 
attendance. 
"We knew there was going to 
he stiff competition," junior Felix 
Martinez said. "But we knew we 
were one of the premier teams 
MAZATLAN 
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SOUTH PADRE~ 
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1AMAI.CA 
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pumped up." 
Entering the second half of the 
season, the team is preparing for a 
series of dual meets. 
"We're coming down to the end 
of the season," Maragioglio s:ud, 
"So we're starting to pick up the 
intensity a little hit in preparation 
for the qualifiers and the national 
tournament. Now it's getting 
down to crunch time." 
Of the upcoming duals, a few 
teams stand out to offer the 
Bombers a challenge. 
"Cortland is always tough," 
Hall said. "We always want to heat 
them because they're our rivals. 
They always seem to he weaker at 
the end of the year, so that's when 
we usually get them pretty good." 
The Blue and Gold compete 
against state teams at all lcvcb 
Friday and Saturday al the New 
York State Collegiate Wrestling 
Championship at Binghamton. 
2 5 % 
OFF 
IIOUJ'l ..,,_111 
605 W. STATE ST-
NEXT TO·KINKO'S 
9-5:30 MON-SAT. 
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"GENUINE GI IS OUR FORTE" 
. JAN. 21, 1999 
Basketball player earns honor 
Senior Jenn Colby has been 
named Empire Athletic 
Association Player of the Week. 
Colby had career-high marks in 
the Bombers' 68-57 victory over 
Elmira with 2jl'points and 17 
rebounds. Colby also received the 
honor for the week of Jan. 3. In 
three games she averaged 19 
pofots and 12 rebounds. Colby 
scored 24 points and grabbed 13 
rebounds in the consolation game 
of Springfield College's Holiday 
Inn/Naismith Classic. She was 
named to the fll-tournament team. 
Bomber a1wJnus recognized 
Margo McGowan '98 has been 
named a 1998 Van Sickle Award 
recipient a,;; the Ithaca Journal's 
Female Athlete of the Year. 
McGowan played both basketball 
and softball for the Bombers. Last 
season, she led the basketball team 
in scoring (15.5), steals (3.5) 
and rebounding (8.3). McGowan 
also led the softball team to the 
1998 Division III playoffs with a 
.3g·9 batting average. 
Ski club hits the slopes 
The men's and women's club 
ski teams opened their 1999 
season at Greek Peak in Cortland 
- Saturday and Sunday. The men's 
team completed the weekend 
second out of 12 teams. Alex 
Green led the team with a 
first-place finish in the slalom 
competition. The women's team 
also placed second out of 12 
teams. Darcy Keeney placed third 
in overall competition to lead the 
team. Both the men and women 
compete on Saturday and Sunday 
at Labrador Mountain. Giant 
slalom competition will be held on 
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Saturday and slalom competition 
will be held on Sunday . 
(;lob volleyball opens season 
Ithaca men's club volleyball 
opens its 1999 campaign on 
Saturday at the Army Invitational 
at West Point. 
Intramural basketball results 
Second to None defeated 
Smokers 37-26 in the Men's 
Semi-Pro championship. 
Streetwise defeated Silverpearl 
36-27 in the Men's Pro 
championship. Huskies defeated 
Ithaca's Illness in the women's 
championship. 
Compiled by Jonathan Friedman 
Ithacan Staff 
By The Numbers------~-~,;r~;:. Compiled by Stan Dombrowski 
fthscsn Staff 
·f·7)· ·_ Scoreboard 
C/1.,4 ,( ~ •• ' • 
_,,t,t- I. . . - . ""'· -~~ ..... • • . . 
Men's Basketball (5-5) 
• Wednesday 1/20 
Ithaca def. Keuka 7 4-57 
Women's Basketball (5-6) 
• Tuesday 1/19 
William Smith def eats Ithaca 
91-61 
Men's Swimming & Diving (9-2) 
• Saturday 1/16 
Ithaca placed first at the 
Rensselaer Henry Kumpf • 
Invitational by defeating: 
Rensselaer 139-98 
Le Mayne 152-75 
New Paltz 156-81 
Cortland 177-50 
Vassar 192-8 
Women's Swimming & Diving (7-0) 
• Saturday 1 /16 
Ithaca def. William Smith 151-71 
and Le Mayne 130-107 
Gymnastics (1-1) 
• Wednesday 1 /20 
Ithaca def. Cortland 172.25-
171.275 
• Saturday 1/16 
Springfield def. Ithaca 176.3-
167.675 
Wrestling (6-2) 
• Ithaca split four matches at the 
1999 Budd Whitehill Division Ill 
National Dual Championships in 
Williamsport, Penn. 
Adidas Division Ill Wrestling Team 
Rankings 
No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
Team 
Augsburg (Minn.) 
Wartburg (Iowa) 
Lycoming (Penn.) 
College of New Jersey 
Loras (Iowa) 
Delaware Valley (Penn.) 
Springfield (Mass.) 
John Carroll (Ohio) 
Buena Vista (Iowa) 
Previous 
1 
2 
14 
13 
15 
10 
Augustana (Ill.) 
Wisconsin-Platteville 
Cortland 
Wisconsin-Lacrosse 
Simpson (Iowa) 
Wiscons1n--Stevens Point 
Coe (Iowa) 
Ithaca 
Montclair State (N.J.) 
- Olivet"(Mich.) 
Brockport 
3 
6 
8 
18 
T11 
T4 
7 
NR 
9 
22 
16 
24 
17 
T4 
Double Dribble 
~ .~ 
Women's Basketball at William Smith 
William Smitb 
Player Reb. Ast. Blks. Stls. Pts. 
Tricia Lockwood 5 1 0 3 6 
Liz Masten 1 5 0 2 10 
Mollie Masten 8- 3 0 1 16 
Kim Dennin 1 2 0 0 0 
Liz Brown 2 1 0 2 14 
llhBQ 
Player Reb. Ast. Blks. Stls. Pts. 
Shari Wilkens 4 1 1 0 
Jenn Colby 7 1 2 1 
Olivia Weale 3 2 0 0 
Shannon Cotton 6 3 0 1 
Jen Cotton 2 2 0 4 
1st Half 2nd Half 
William Smith 51 40 
Ithaca 25 36 
Men's Basketball vs. Elmira 
Elmira 
Player Reb. Ast. Blks. Stls. 
Jason Rose 5 0 1 0 
Kevin Proudfoot 7 4 0 0 
Luke Vogel 0 6 0 2 
Ryan Bennett 1 0 0 0 
Tony Clearwater 1 4 2 1 
~ 
Player Reb. Ast. Blks. Stls. 
Aaron Spearman 6 4 0 1 
Jamie Darwish 1 2 1 0 
John ~ons 3 7 0 1 
Ryan amford 8 4 0 0 
Pat Britton 5 4 0 1 
1st Half 2nd Half 
Elmira 23 47 
Ithaca 37 47 
:_ . T~p Hon~_rs 
The following athletes placed first 
Swimming: 
Men: 
Rensselaer Henry Kumpf Invitational 
• Dave Balta-200-yard freestyle (1 :47.11) 
200-yard butterfly (2:01. 78) 
6 
6 
7 
10 
12 
Total 
91 
61 
Pts. 
6 
·12 
0 
21 
11 
Pts. 
6 
10 
21 
11 
23 
Total 
70 
84 
• Ryan Spencer- 200-yard backstroke (2:02.48) 
• Mike Esper-100 yard freestyle (49.46) 
• Rob Finne- 200-yard breaststroke (2: 16.35) 
Women's Swimming a_nd Diving: Dual Meet at 
William Smith 
NA: Not Ranked • Renee Helbok- 200-yard freestyle (1 :54.67) 
500-yard freestyle (5:06.20) 
;: Bomber Numbers 
.... ~ ' . 
• Dara Porterfield- 100-yard freestyle (56.28) 
• Ruth Vesh9r- .100-yard butterfly ( 1 :06.31) 
• 21, 7. Number of points and assists, · • Laura Maring- 1,000-freestyte (11 :02.75) 
respectively, Sophomore point guard John J So der 5 yard f ty1 (26 6) Lyons scored in the win over Elmira, both career • enn u • 0- rees e -4 
highs. 
• 1,005- Number of career points 
senior forward Jenn Colby has after Tuesday's 
91-61 loss at William Smith. She is the fifth 
Bomber ever to score 1,000_ career points. . 
• 10- Consecutive seasons Christine 
Pritchard has coached the women's basketball 
team to .500-or-above seasons. 
• Renee Helbok, Ruth Vealer, Dara Porterfield, 
Jenn Souder- 200-yard medley relay (1 :54.14) 
Gymnastics: vs. Springfield 
• Stacey Coleman- balance beam (9.100) 
uneven bars (8.800) 
. Athiete of the Week . '. 
..,_ - ' • t 
Jenn Colby 
Women's Basketball 
The senior forward topped the 1 ,000 point 
milestone tuesday against William Smith. Against the 
Herons she had six points and seven rebounds. 
Against Elmira in Ithaca's EAA opener, Colby scored 
25 points and grabbed 17 rebounds, both career 
highs. The day earlier she was named EAA player of 
the week.She was also received this honor for the 
week of Jan. 3. Last season, Colby started every 
game and was Ithaca's second-leading scorer and 
rebounder with 12.1 ppg and 8.1 rpg, respectively. She 
led the team in scoring eight times and in rebounding 
13 times during the 1997-98 campaign. 
r.;- --~,~Noth-irtg*·~ut Net· . :· i 
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Men's Basketball Standings Women's Basketball Standings 
League 
Team w L 
Ithaca 2 0 
Nazareth 2 1 
RIT 2 1 
Hartwick 1 1 
Utica 0 2 
Elmira 0 1 
Pct. League 
1.000 Team w L Pct. Hartwick 2 0 1.000 
.666 Ithaca 1 0 1.000 
.666 Nazareth 2 1 .666 
.500 RIT 1 2 .333 
.000 Elmira 0 1 .000 
.000 Utica 0 2 .000 
Overall 
Team w L Pct. 
RIT 7 4 .636 
Utica 5 6 .456 
Nazareth 5 6 .454 
Ithaca 5 5 .444 
Hartwick 2 8 .200 
Elmira 2 10 .166 
PF PA Overall Team w L Pct. PF PA 774 715 Elmira 10 3 .769 885 687 702 683 Nazareth 10 5 .666 1,057 960 825 830 
720 699 Hartwick 6 4 .600 587 537 
667 747 Ithaca 5 5 .500 624 597 
945 1,003 RIT 1 9 .100 512 734 Utica 1 9 .100 501 654 
THU. 21 FRI. 22 SAT.23 SUN. 24 MoN.25 TUEB.28 Weo.'l:7 
at St John 
MEN"S atRIT at Nazareth Fisher 
BASkETBAU. 800pm 200pm BOO pm 
WOMEN"S atRIT at Nazareth 
BASkETIIAU. 6.00pm .COO pm 
MEN"I 
at Genesao 
S-G 1 OOpm 
AHDll!vlNG 
WOMEN'S 
at Geneseo 
SWI-G 
AHOll!vlNG 
1:00pm. 
atHam,non 
MEN'S QuadMeel 
INDOOR TRACK 11 OOa.m~ 
at Ham,non 
~·a OuadMeel 
,_ fRAQ( 11:ooa.m. 
atBrOd<p<>rt 
G-.nca lnvitat,onal 
2:00p.m 
NYS Champ. NYSChamp. 
at Binghamton atBl\l1lamlon • 
12:00pm 11 OOp.m. 
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MERYL WEINSAFT '92, chalrpersoi1 of the 
New York Metropolitan Alumni Club, thanks 
students and alumni for_ ~ding._. -
SENIOR CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS major Kristen Hammer has her resume reviewed by 
Ed Madson '94, assistant director of communications at the Catholic League for Religious and 
Civil Rights. The two discussed possible contacts within the field of communications. 
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SCOTT MUSGRAVE '84, vice president of sales at 
Armltron, was one of about 80 alumni to participate. 
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